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Abstract
In the adult nervous system, white matter connecting brain, spinal, and peripheral regions is
essential for neuron communication. In the white matter, the axon plays an essential role in
transmitting nerve impulses, while myelin facilitates conduction through rapid propagation and
optimal energy-consumption. White matter injury in the central nervous system, leading to the
degeneration of axons and myelin, is commonly found in multiple sclerosis, anoxia, ischemic
stroke, and traumatic brain and spinal cord injury. These lead to cognitive impairment, sensorimotor disability or death. During white matter injury, axonal spheroid formation (ASF) and
demyelination are the pathological hallmarks of white matter degeneration. However, the
mechanism by which this occurs is unknown. I hypothesize that focal spheroids are induced by
activation of glutamate receptors and lead to local calcium overload in axons. To test this
hypothesis, I established an ex vivo imaging model of central white matter dorsal column using
two-photon microscopy to investigate this phenomenon. Ex vivo imaging of the white matter
dorsal column with high-spatial resolution was achieved, which allowed the observation of
morphology of axon and myelin before and during injury. The dynamic imaging of live
myelinated axon response to injury suggests that axons and myelin are not as passive as
previously thought. The data presented in this thesis support the notion of over-activation of
glutamate receptors inducing ASF and a calcium rise leading to axonal transection. In addition, I
established a novel method using solvatochromic dyes to investigate the biochemical property of
myelin in which changes in the lipid composition served as a health indicator of myelin. The
study of live myelin with solvatochromic dyes to stain myelin lipids could report different stages
ranging from development, maturity, injury, and repair of myelin.
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Chapter One: Summary
In the adult central nervous system (CNS), axons of neurons and myelinating oligodendrocytes
intimately contact one another and play a pivotal role in connecting neural pathways and
transmitting information via saltatory conduction- fast nerve impulses conducted with high
fidelity and reliability. Despite its special role as a conducting unit, the central myelinated axon
is highly vulnerable to energy deprivation injury such as ischemia and hypoxia. Indeed, its
unusual long and slender structure intimately wrapped by myelin sheaths and high energy
demands for electrochemical activities render it susceptible to the irreversible effect of immune
responses1,2, energy deprivation3–5, virus infections6,7. Accordingly, it is thought that loss of
axons is a key predictor of clinical disability8. Hence, slow conduction velocity or conduction
failure resulting from myelin breakdown and/or axonal loss are the common denominator of a
number of different white matter disease processes in the CNS and the determinant of
irreversible neurological disability in most patients. Examples include multiple sclerosis (MS)9,
ischemic10 and traumatic brain injury11, and spinal cord injury12.

Axonal spheroid formation is a hallmark of many white matter disorders in human. The axonal
swellings often lead to axonal transection, culminating in irreversible clinical disability. Previous
studies have shown that white matter injury triggered by glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity
pathways and followed by internal calcium rise in axons results in impaired conduction in
isolated dorsal column13. Thus, I set out to explore the mechanism of axonal spheroid formation
(ASF). I started by 1) Developing ex vivo model for the study of ASF; 2) Investigating ASF via
energy deprivation; 3) Exploring glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity injury model and calcium
imaging using förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) transgenic mice; 4) Characterizing the
1

morphology of axonal spheroids; 5) Studying biochemical pathology of myelin and introducing a
completely new technique based on solvatochromism of fluorescent probes to investigate the
biochemistry of pathological myelin.

In summary, this thesis explores mechanisms of how abnormal morphological changes are
induced in axons and myelin. For the morphological study, ASF and transection are key events,
indeed possibly the most important phenomenon that occurs in white matter injury due to the
irreversible transection leading to clinical disability in human. For the biochemical study, change
of lipid composition in myelin might signal early signs of myelin breakdown. Therefore, by
understanding the molecular mechanisms of spheroid formation and biochemical changes in
abnormal myelin, we may better prevent this phenomenon, and hopefully by extension, arrest the
progression to transection and irreversible nerve fiber degeneration in the CNS.

1.1 Hypothesis
Axon spheroid formation/transection, the cardinal feature of irreversible white matter pathology,
is driven by glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity and local dysregulation of calcium homeostasis.
This leads to focal structural changes in axons and lipid biochemical changes in myelin that can
be detected using novel spectroscopic techniques based on solvatochromic fluorescent probe.

2

1.2 Specific aims
1.2.1 To develop an ex vivo system for high-resolution imaging in dorsal column
Fine imaging of live adult CNS axons is the key to understanding how and where axonal
spheroids form. The first aim is to develop a live imaging system to allow stabilization of axons
with high spatial resolution while preserving their physiological integrity.

1.2.1.1 Sub-aim: to demonstrate high-resolution imaging of live myelinated axons, glial cells and
subcellular mitochondria
This aim is to demonstrate the capability of high-resolution imaging.

1.2.1.2 Sub-aim: to label myelin via genetic vs. exogenous probes
I use two approaches: transgenic mice expressing green fluorescent protein in myelin via
proteolipid protein promoter and myelin labeling with lipophilic fluorescent dyes.

1.2.2 Axon pathology
My second aim is to study the progression of ASF and transection via glutamate-mediated
excitotoxicity and calcium imaging in focal spheroids.

1.2.2.1 To study energy deprivation-mediated ASF
The Stys lab has been studying energy deprivation-mediated injury mechanisms for many years.
Hence, I will apply this injury mechanism as positive control group for the study of ASF.
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1.2.2.2 To measure axonal calcium using transgenic mice expressing FRET
Previously, our lab and others have shown the impact on axonal function and calcium activity
induced by glutamate. I asked whether the downstream effect of such injury could lead to ASF,
the ubiquitous pathology known to occur in many white matter disorders. I investigated the
effect of glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity in adult mouse central white matter. Next, I aimed to
study calcium-mediated axonal injury using transgenic mice expressing a calcium sensor-FRET
reporter in axons.

1.2.2.3 To analyze morphology of axonal spheroid
Fluorescent protein expression has been widely used to tag specific cells in transgenic animals. I
investigated fluorescent-tagged axons as a mean to study axonal morphology.

1.2.3 Myelin pathology
1.2.3.1 Sub-aim: to perform biochemical imaging using solvatochromism
I investigated changes of lipid composition with the solvatochromic dye Nile red.

1.2.3.2 Sub-aim: to validate quantitative and qualitative assay
I introduced a new quantitative method of study solvatochromic shift.

1.2.3.3 Sub-aim: to induce demyelination and remyelination via LPC agents
I applied this demyelinating agent on dorsal column and imaged the structure of myelin.

4

Chapter Two: Introduction to white matter and injury
2.1 Definition
The central nervous system (CNS) of vertebrates consists of the white and grey matter, originally
defined by the colors of the tissues examined by the naked eye. The whitish appearance of the
lipid-rich myelin contrasts with the grayish dense neuronal cell bodies. Specifically, the CNS
white matter consists of two major cellular processes: axons of neurons and myelin of
oligodendrocytes. The interaction between myelinating glia and axons results in myelination of
the axon tracts, which fundamentally affects how nerve impulses propagate, supporting saltatory
conduction14. Saltatory conduction may have been selected for in response to predation pressure
during evolution15. Rapid, reliable and energy efficient saltatory conduction allows a new kind of
survival behavior with the rapid coordination of sensory inputs, cognitive processes, and motor
responses.

The exact mechanisms of axon and myelin interaction resulting in myelination are still elusive,
but axon and myelin both play a role in distribution and registration of specific ion channels and
adhesion molecules into specific membrane domains16. During myelination, the axon is
successively covered by the myelin sheaths from different oligodendrocytes at different
internodes, and conversely each oligodendrocyte can myelinate up to forty axons in optic nerve
of the rat17. Each myelinated segment forms four domains including the node of Ranvier,
paranode, juxtaparanode and internode.

Evidence using immunohistochemistry has shown that voltage gated sodium channels (Nav 1.6)
are mainly expressed at nodes of Ranvier, the region completely devoid of myelin in the CNS.
5

Perinodal astrocytes extend their processes to make contact with the axon at the nodal region.
Next to the unmyelinated node is the paranodal region, where the lateral loops of myelin make
contact with the axonal membrane. The lateral loops are not compacted like compact internodal
myelin, and are rich in cytoplasmic organelles. Data from electron microscopy (EM) shows that
the contact segments by each lateral loops indent the paranodal axolemma and form septate-like
junctions. No voltage gated channels are found in this region, instead only adhesion molecules
such as junction NF155 (neurofascin 155) that bind to axonal contactin-associated protein. Next
to the paranodal region, the juxtaparanode is occupied by voltage gated potassium channels (Kv
1.1 and 1.2)18. The function of the paranodal region was shown in transgenic mice with the
knockout of NF155. Impaired paranodal regions break the barrier to allow redistribution of
potassium channels across to paranodal region19. Finally, the region which typically comprises
more than 99% of total myelinated axon is called the internodal region20.

The internodal region is traditionally considered the unspecialized segment of myelinated axons.
However, unique spiral structures are found within the internodal myelin of the CNS21 and
peripheral nervous system (PNS)22, called Schmidt-Lanterman incisures (SLI). It is still unclear
whether the SLI in the CNS shares any similarity to the PNS since the presence of SLI in the
PNS requires that Schwann cells express P0 structural proteins in compact myelin23. The
internodal region has the largest contact area for axon and myelin. Myelination in this area is
often the target of immune cells, well exemplified in MS. Demyelinated axons are then left
exposed to the extracellular environment with lack of nutrition support from myelin which then
results in axonal loss24,25. Our understanding of such dynamic changes in the local environment
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of axons is limited by a lack of tools for detailed cellular imaging in living white matter. Hence, I
developed novel tools to track axon and myelin injury.

2.2 Axonal pathology
One of the pathological hallmarks of axonal pathology is axonal spheroid formation (ASF)26.
The history of observing axon spheroid can be traced back 150 years when Waller found
swelling nerve fibers in injured frog leg in the PNS27. Later, this phenomenon was also
confirmed by Cajal (Figure 2-1). Axonal spheroids are thought to precede and lead to axonal
transection9,28 and result from the local breakdown of the cytoskeleton by the activation of the
calcium dependent protease calpain29. In turn, the source of calcium responsible for calpain
activation had been reported to originate from the extracellular environment30,31. One recent
hypothesis is the overactivation of glutamate receptors, causing calcium influx. However, how
the morphology of live axons responds to a calcium rise has yet to be elucidated. Glutamate is
thought to be the main suspect to induce calcium rise in white matter13,32,33, with an additional
calcium source possibly originating from axonal calcium stores like axoplasmic reticulum34.
However, the precise mechanism of ASF remains elusive. In view of the axon’s morphology, its
length and surface area can be as much as 20,000 times larger than the cell body35. Its
morphology renders it vulnerable to physical, metabolic, viral or autoimmune damage that may
lead to spheroid formation. In addition, axonal transection in the CNS white matter is almost
impossible to regenerate. This unique vulnerability, together with the axon’s critical role in
signal transmission, underscores the importance of understanding fundamental mechanisms
leading to irreversible injury of this critical structure.
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Figure 2-1. A drawing of various forms of axonal spheroid from white matter spinal cord
by Santiago Ramón y Cajal, an early pathological hallmark of axonal degeneration36

2.3 Myelin pathology
Myelin breakdown directly results in loss of functional conductivity. The prototypical myelin
pathology is seen in MS, an inflammatory demyelinating disease where myelin sheaths are
attacked by immune cells leading to demyelination of the nerves, eventually forming gliosis. The
myelin pathology affects sensory and motor central white matter tracts, and results in clinical
disability when eloquent pathways are affected. In addition, recent studies suggest myelin
breakdown can also affect cognitive ability. For example, cognitive function has been associated
with the development of myelination in neocortex37. Conversely, in normal aging, myelin
breakdown has been associated with cognitive decline38,39, with the volume of white matter
decreasing in normal aging40, mainly caused by the alteration of myelin sheaths41. These
observations suggest that cognitive function not only depends on the grey matter, but also is
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affected by white matter pathology, in particular the myelination of axons with changes in
conduction velocity, and disruption of normal timing in connecting nerve pathways.
Furthermore, myelin associated abnormalities found in persons with schizophrenia using
neuroimaging42 demonstrated the link between myelin and mental illness. Taken together, these
results demonstrate the important role of myelin for normal functioning of the mammalian CNS.

2.3.1 Multiple sclerosis (MS)
MS is an inflammatory demyelinating disease of the CNS43. The etiology of MS is unknown. It
affects mainly young adults44,45, and females exhibit a rate that is twice as high as males. The
resulting human and economic losses are profound. According to the report by The World Health
Organization and Multiple Sclerosis International Federation in 2008, MS afflicts 1.3 million
people worldwide and Canada has one of the highest rates (133 per 100 000) of MS in the world.
More importantly, MS is now considered a global neurological disease due to clinical reports
from 112 countries44. Based on clinical diagnosis, MS patients are divided into four groups.
Approximately 85% of MS patients experience relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS). RRMS is
defined by repetitive pattern of acute onset and reversible neurological symptoms. During the
acute onset, inflammatory response and cerebral edema46 results in neurological deficits. Once
the inflammatory response and edema resolve, neurological function often recovers. After 20
years, about 90% of patients with RRMS become secondary progressive MS (SPMS)47. SPMS is
characterized by the absence of acute attacks48, but starts with persistent neurological symptoms
with increasing irreversible neurological disability. The third group is called primary progressive
MS (PPMS). About 10% of MS patients present with PPMS is characterized by progressive
neurological deficit with no relapsing-remitting stage. The last group of MS is called progressive
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relapsing MS. It represents 5% of the MS population and shares a similarity with PPMS at the
beginning, but patients experience acute attacks at some point after onset. Despite the fact that
symptoms of RRMS can be alleviated by immunosuppressive drugs, progressive forms of MS
fail to respond to this treatment49. In light of this, the symptoms of progressive forms of MS are
independent of inflammatory response. Indeed, the progressive forms of MS have been proposed
as the “true” MS50,51. Understanding the cause of axon pathology in MS requires detailed
knowledge of the affected cells of the disease. The most commonly affected cells are neuronal
axons and oligodendrocytes/myelin.

2.3.2 Ischemic stroke
White matter is highly vulnerable to energy deprivation in animals5,52. Lack of oxygen or
diminished production of adenosine triphosphate in the brain often leads to white matter
damaged by infarction in the area of small vessels. Indeed, 80% of stroke are ischemic caused by
the interruption of blood flow to the brain due to a blood clot53. During decreased blood flow,
myelinated axons are subjected to energy deprivation, and hypoxia. It has been shown by EM
that myelin and axons in optic nerve are damaged with appearance of ASF and myelin
swelling30.

2.3.3 Traumatic brain injury/spinal cord injury
The annual economic impact of spinal cord injury in Canada is estimated to be $3.6 billion54 and
the main cause is motor vehicle collision due to impaired driving55. Traumatic brain injury is
estimated to cost $7.3 billion in 2011 and more than 11000 Canadians die each year as result of
TBI56. Acute transection and/or compression from physical impact to the spinal cord creates
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huge challenges for repair and regeneration of the injured white matter tracts. The conduction of
nerve impulses fails, followed by transection of myelinated axons in which a hostile environment
surrounding the lesion makes it difficult to repair57. Furthermore, the impact of traumatic injury
leads to diffuse axonal injury, a form of secondary axotomy58 in traumatic white matter injury59.
Axonal spheroids have been frequently found and are used to identify nondistruptive axonal
injury induced by traumatic forces59–61. After axonal transection, the very early repair has been
shown by the calcium dependence of membrane sealing62. Nonetheless, the transected white
matter tracts lead to irreversible clinical disability.

2.3.4 Alzheimer’s diseases
Alzheimer’s disease is defined by the progressive deterioration of cognitive abilities such as
memory, language and cognition. It was described by a German neuropathologist Alois
Alzheimer in 1906. There is a clear relationship between white matter injury and cognitive
impairment63–65. Evidence from MRI has frequently shown white matter injury in Alzheimer
individuals66. Volume of corpus callosum and other white matter regions in the brain was found
to be significantly decreased66,67. The exact cause remains unknown. One of the hypotheses is
that, in the aged brain, there is accumulation of toxic by-product called beta amyloid protein
(βAP). Thus, this leads to the accumulation of βAP and eventually damages white matter tracts67.
One study using transgenic mice with presenilin-1 mutation found that oligodendrocytes were
susceptible to βAP toxicity. βAP disrupts calcium homeostasis via the pathway of glutamate
toxicity68.
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2.3.5 Schizophrenia
About 1% of the world’s population develops schizophrenia69, and 300,000 Canadians are
affected70 with an estimated $6.85 billion of economic burden in 200471,72. Schizophrenia is a
severe, disabling mental disorder, characterized by abnormal social behavior with lack of
attachment to the physical world, with patients consistently experiencing hallucinations.
Although it has been thought that dopamine receptors play a significant role in schizophrenia,
recent evidence from MRI indicated that abnormalities of myelination might associate with
schizophrenia73. Many abnormalities in myelin genes were demonstrated by DNA
microarray74.There is another study that suggests altered myelin production disrupts
glutamatergic regulation found in schizophrenia75. Taken together, myelin integrity or subtle
disruption seems to profoundly affect human behavior42.

2.4 Current treatment for white matter injury
Diseases involving white matter injury in the CNS are usually untreatable. Firstly, it is because
the process of degenerated axons is irreversible due to the inherent property of non-dividing
cells. In addition, ASF leads to transection, which is an irreversible process in the CNS.
Secondly, there are many axon regeneration inhibitors surrounding the area of white matter
injury76. For example, myelin debris and the protein Nogo and MAG inhibit axonal
regeneration77. To treat acute white matter injury such as traumatic brain injury, computed
tomography scans or MRI are used to assess the brain injury78. Surgical interventions such as
hematoma and decreasing pressure from swelling in the brain79 are generally used to prevent
further injury. For the treatment of chronic white matter injury, disease-modifying drugs like
interferon beta to suppress the inflammation-mediated symptoms of white matter disease in MS
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is the common practice, although this is not a cure for MS. Treatment for progressive MS is not
available, although currently there are a few on-going clinical trials for progressive MS
patients80.

In summary, even though white matter injury has been reported since 1824, there is still little
progress in the treatment for this condition. This might be in part due to the complexity of the
mechanisms in white matter and the attention toward neurocentric rather than axo-glia
perspective in CNS injury.
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Chapter Three: High-resolution imaging of axo-myelinic dynamics in adult mouse dorsal
column white matter: model and protocol
3.1 Abstract
This chapter provides an overall view of the morphology of live intact myelinated axons, glial
cells and leptomeninges with high spatial resolution in the fasciculus gracilis of adult spinal cord
explants for detailed study of pathological changes when the tissue is exposed to a variety of
specific pharmacological insults. It also provides detailed protocols on the preparation and ex
vivo imaging of the adult spinal cord explants. Understanding the morphology of axon and
myelin remains a major challenge for the study of white matter injury due to the limitation in
obtaining high-resolution image of cytoarchitecture of adult white matter in in vivo and in vitro
imaging model. Thus, I set the goals:
1. To describe live imaging of subcellular/cellular morphological details in adult spinal
white matter.
2. To use intact tissue and cellular environment that has developed and experienced
normal intercellular relationships throughout the life of the animal.
3. To precisely control the extracellular environment when applying agonists,
antagonists and enzymatic treatment.
For these experiments, most cellular structures were genetically tagged with fluorescent protein
for subcellular/cellular specificity except myelin sheaths, in particular the compact myelin that is
labeled by fluorescent lipophilic vital dyes. In summary, the high spatial resolution model is an
intermediate between an in vitro and in vivo imaging platform and represents a balance between
whole animal (which lacks precise control of extracellular environment) and in vitro cell culture
(which lacks the cytoarchitecture of white matter). More importantly, such an ex vivo imaging
platform is more flexible than in vivo imaging for obtaining high resolution of cellular
morphology.
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3.2 Introduction
Choosing a model to explore cellular morphological changes and molecular mechanisms of
white matter injury is a crucial step for drug discovery of the diseases affecting white matter,
such as multiple sclerosis (MS). In MS, axons and myelin sheaths are attacked by immune cells
resulting in morphological changes of demyelination and axonal spheroid formation. There are
two models to study live mammalian nerve fibers. In vivo imaging (Figure 3-1a) of white matter
injury can be a good model81, however many technical limitations hinder such imaging. For
example, the respiratory motion in the animal results in poor imaging quality. To solve this
problem, primary cell cultures of white matter isolated from an organism and maintained in
artificial media that promotes their long-term survival and growth can provide higher quality
images. A major disadvantage of this model is that they may not be representative of intact white
matter due to the artificial environment and the lack of interaction with other cells.

A better approach is to use an ex vivo explant (Figure 3-1b). Intact spinal cord explants are
removed from the animal, then perfused with an appropriate buffer solution to maintain
physiologic integrity and function. Here, I used adult mouse cervical spinal cord explants to
study the living morphology of central axons and glia in physiological and pathological
conditions. This allowed for the examination of axonal spheroid formation (ASF) and myelin
abnormality found in white matter injury (Figure 3-2).
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Figure 3-1. Comparison between in vivo and ex vivo imaging of transgenic mice expressing
YFP in dorsal column axons
a, for in vivo imaging, a small portion of dorsal column was exposed by laminectomy (white rectangle) and myelin
sheaths were labeled by Nile red (NR) via tail vein injection. The dorsal spinal vein staining with NR that resided at
the middle of dorsal column blocked the imaging area of white matter. Image of in vivo imaging was obtained from
Dr. Tak Ho Chu. b, for ex vivo imaging, dorsal column (orange rectangle) became visible using intracardiac
perfusion (optical clearing technique). Scale bar = 100 µm
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Figure 3-2. The morphological resemblance of ASF in an ex vivo model of white matter
injury to axonal changes commonly observed in human MS lesions
a, two-photon imaging of myelinated axon abnormality in the fasciculus gracilis of adult spinal cord explant after
accumulation of glutamate: (1) an injured axon (in green) formed two spheroids (red arrows) with unspecific YFPtagged puncta inside the spheroids. (2) Next to the injured axon showed a normal-appearing axon (green arrow) with
myelination (in red). (3) Another injured myelinated axon (cyan arrow) displayed myelin splitting with abnormal
strucuture of axon. (4) Swellings of myelin occurred with the appearance of axon degeneration (white arrows). b and
c, confocal images of myelinated axons abnormality in MS tissue. (Figures adapted from Trapp et al, 19989). a, scale
bar = 10 µm; b, scale bar = 65 µm; c, scale bar = 45 µm
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Axons and resident glial cells are the major cell types in white matter tracts. Their relationships
are highly dynamic during injury82. Axons are important in connecting neural pathways and
transmitting nerve impulses from neurons, while glial cells (or glia, derived from Greek word
meaning “glue”) play important roles in providing support. In myelinating glia, oligodendrocytes
are intimately associated with axons by their processes of myelin sheaths. They provide
insulation, protection and nutrition for the axon25. Microglia, the immune cells of the central
nervous system (CNS), seek and destroy pathogens, and remove dead cells83. Astroglia play
multiple roles in maintaining homeostasis of extracellular ions84, keeping the CNS in isolation
and monitoring passages between blood and CNS activity with tight physical barrier of glia
limitans85, providing nutrition and repairing dystrophic cells86. Taken together, axons and glial
cells form interdependent relationships based on the local environment and their
cytoarchitecture. In light of this, the model of spinal cord explant is well suited for the study of
axo-glial interaction and glial-glial interaction, as it strikes a compromise between an ex vivo
preparation where pharmacological control of the extracellular environment is possible, while
maintaining many of the tissue relationships that are present in vivo. Here I describe a protocol
for cervical spinal cord explant and provide methods for high spatial resolution ex vivo imaging
of axon and glial cells.

3.3 Experimental design
3.3.1 Imaging system
Fluorescent imaging and nonlinear optical second harmonic generation (SHG) were used. In
fluorescent imaging system, two major detection methods were: two-photon excited nondescanned detection and continuous wave (CW) excitation using descanned confocal spectral
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detection. In the former method, fluorescent cellular objects are excited by two-photon
absorption and their fluorescent emission signals are recorded directly by photomultiplier tubes
detectors without pinhole. However, if more than two emission spectra are involved and their
spectra overlap, this method is not very helpful to distinguish their emission spectra. Hence, the
latter method using confocal mode with 32-channel spectral detector was used to distinguish the
emission spectra.

3.3.1.1 CW and two-photon laser excitation
The excitation light sources are two-photon mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with power between
5-40 mW and CW lasers at 405 nm, 476 nm, 488 nm, 514 nm, and 561 nm. Two-photon
microscopy with 2-channel nondescanned mode gives the highest signals and is the most
sensitive detection method. A summary of emission spectra used in my study is illustrated in
Figure 3-3. Here is the summary of excitation wavelengths for specific fluorophores:
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Table 1. Summary of excitation wavelengths for imaging experiment
Cellular materials/fluorophores

Two-photon laser

CW lasers

Axon – YFP

900 – 950 nm*

405 nm, 488 nm*, 476 nm, 514 nm

Myelin – Nile red

880 – 900 nm, 750 – 800 nm*

404 nm, 488 nm, 514 nm, 561 nm*

Oligodendrocyte/myelin – GFP

870 – 950 nm

405 nm, 476 nm, 488 nm*, 514 nm

Mitochondria/CFP

850 – 880 nm

405 nm

Astrocyte/Sulforhodamine 10187

900 nm

404 nm, 488nm, 514 nm, 561 nm*

Astrocyte/GFP

870 – 950 nm

405 nm, 488 nm*, 476 nm, 514 nm

Microglia/GFP

870 – 950 nm

405 nm, 488 nm*, 476 nm, 514 nm

Fluorescein

780 – 850 nm

404 nm, 476 nm, 488 nm*

DAPI

750 – 780 nm

404 nm

Connective tissue/Collagen**

900 nm

* Optimal excitation, ** label-free method (SHG)
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Figure 3-3. The summary of fluorescence emission spectra of various fluorophores from ex
vivo imaging of dorsal column
After acquiring spectral images, spectral unmixing was used to separate the signals of various fluorophores based on
their reference spectra. Each reference spectrum was generated based on experimental values. These reference
spectra are YFP in axon, DAPI in cell body, GFP in microglia or astrocyte, NR in myelin sheath, CFP in
mitochondrion, S101 in astrocyte/processes, fluorescein in dorsal column.
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3.3.1.2 Spectral fluorescent imaging
I used experimental basis emission spectral profiles for linear decomposition (Figure 3-3). These
basis spectra included backscattering from the exciting laser, detector noise, background and
auto-fluorescent signals.

3.3.1.3 SHG
In addition to the label-dependent fluorescent imaging, label-free imaging with SHG was also
applied to the study of collagen distribution in leptomeninges. The use of near IR 900 nm
wavelength to interact with collagen would generate new photon half the IR wavelength at 450
nm. To confirm the specificity of SHG signals, I tuned the laser from 840 nm to 900 nm with
SHG filter at 450 ± 35 nm. I then observed a clear SHG signal starting from 845 nm to 900 nm
and no SHG signals below 845 nm.

3.3.1.4 Subcellular imaging
While comparing sub-cellular structures among optical imaging methods, such result should be
interpreted with caution due to diffraction limit78, although there are some interesting exceptions
thanks to recent advances in optical microscopy89,90. In brief, any object that interacts with
visible light via lenses has the limitation to resolve its true spatial resolution. This has been
described as the Rayleigh criterion as shown in (1)91.
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݀ ൌ 0.61

ߣ
ΝΑ

(1)

where ݀ is the spatial resolution of minimum resolving distance, ߣ is the wavelength of emission
light, ΝΑ is the numerical aperture of objective lens. It is a simple way to calculate the resolvable
distance with the parameters of λ and ΝΑ. For example, an objective lens with NA 1.1 that
yielded the minimum theoretical resolvable distance for cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)-tagged
mitochondria (CFP emission at around 450 nm) was around 250 nm.

3.3.2 Transgenic mouse lines
All animal handling procedures were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care Ethics
Committee following the guidelines by Canadian Council on Animal Care. There were five
transgenic mouse lines used to validate the system. All were adults between 1 and 3 months old.
I chose B6.Cg-Tg (Thy1-YFP)16Jrs/J mice because they expressed yellow fluorescent protein
YFP in most axons91. I received green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged proteolipid protein
(PLP)-driven promoter expression in oligodendrocytes as a gift from Dr. Wendy Macklin92. I
also received heterozygous Cx3cr1 GFP/+ mice from Dr. Paul Kubes to image microglia
expressing GFP93. For imaging subcellular structure, thy1-CFP/cox8a-mito expressing CFP in
mitochondria95 and FVB/N-Tg(GFAPGFP)14Mes/J expressing GFP in astrocyte96 were used.

3.4 Materials
3.4.1 Reagents
1. Fluorescein sodium salt (Fluka #Ra13230/Sigma 518-47-8)
2. Nile red (N-1142, Life Technologies, Inc.)
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Transgenic mice (section 3.3.2)
Sodium pentobarbital (Bimeda MTC, Ontario)
Artificial cerebrospinal fluid (section 3.4.3.1)
70% (vol/vol) ethanol solution in spray bottle
4% paraformaldehyde

3.4.2 Equipment
1. Polystyrene snap cap vials 45 ml capacity (66019-108, VWR)
2. A1RMP microscope, Nikon
3. C1 microscope, Nikon
4. Objective lens heater (Bioptechs)
5. Tunable Ti:sapphire laser fs (Millennia X pumped Tsunami 3960, Spectra Physics)
6. Modelocked tunable Ti:sapphire lasers (Chameleon ultra, Coherent Inc. USA)
7. Scissors, mcpherson-vannas (WPI, USA)
8. Dissector scissors (14081-09 F.S.T, Germany)
9. Dual channel peristaltic pump (Gilson minipuls 2)
10. Temperature controller (TC-344B and TC-202A,Warner Instruments, USA)
11. Perfusion independent temperature controller (Delta T4 open dish controller)
12. Modified perfusion/imaging chamber, RC-27L large bath chamber (Harvard Apparatus)
13. SHD-27LP/2 (WI 64-0261, Warner Instruments)
14. Alligator clip
15. Control software (Nikon NIS element, EZ-C1)
16. Image analysis software (ImageTrak)

3.4.3 Reagent setup
3.4.3.1 Artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF)
Once the tissue was isolated from the body, the tissue was submerged in oxy-carbonated aCSF at
pH 7.5.
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Table 2. The composition of physiological artificial cerebrospinal fluid
mM
126
3
2
2
2
26
10

Artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF)
NaCl
KCl
CaCl2
NaH2PO4 (sodium dihydrogen phosphate)
MgSO4
NaHCO3 (Sodium bicarbonate)
Dextrose
3.4.3.2 Myelin labeling

Two methods of myelin labeling by vital lipophilic Nile red (NR) were used. For short period
perfusion imaging (1-6 hours), labeling myelin sheaths were achieved by 10 minutes incubation
with 50 µM of NR. For imaging beyond 6 hours, 10 µM of NR was further added onto the tissue
during the imaging if the signals of NR faded significantly during the perfusion.

3.4.4 Equipment setup
3.4.4.1 The perfusion system
The basic perfusion system contains three main components: 1) monitoring the temperature of
the aCSF solution, 2) controlling the flow of aCSF solution with dual channel peristaltic pump
system, and 3) setting up the imaging perfusion chamber. The temperature probes were built in
with the perfusion system with inline heater (Figure 3-4c2) attached closely to the imaging
chamber (Figure 3-4d) and constantly monitored by the controller (Figure 3-4c1). To avoid
wasting expensive drugs during perfusion, I used dual-channel peristaltic pump system (Figure
3-4b) to recirculate aCSF solution (red solid line indicates inlet and blue solid line indicates
outlet in Figure 3-4d). To prevent the air trap underneath the objective lens during the imaging
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time, perfusate was warmed and oxy-carbonated to around 30ºC with a magnetic stirred hotplate
(Figure 3-4a).

3.4.4.2 Microscopy setup
Two up-right microscopes equipped with objective heater were used in this study. Both were
equipped with excitation CW lasers or pulsed lasers and long working distance water immersion
objective lenses. Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope body with C1 controller (C1) mainly used in
non-descanned detection with two channel detectors while Nikon A1RMP microscope (A1) used
for spectral microscopy.

3.4.4.2.1 Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope body with C1 controller (C1)
C1 is a confocal laser-scanning microscope equipped with 60X 1.0 NA objective lens. It was
modified to include two-photon excitation nondescanned detection mode97. The light source of
two-photon was generated by a Ti:sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics Lasers). Fluorescent
samples were recorded by a pair of nondescanned detector units (Hamamatsu R5959). Excitation
power was monitored by a power meter (Spectra-Physics 361C). XY motorized stage was
controlled by Prior ProScan II (PRIOR Scientific). For SHG imaging, the laser was tuned to 900
nm at 400 mW using an emission filter of 450 ± 35 nm.
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Figure 3-4. Schematic diagram of the circular perfusion system for ex vivo imaging of
dorsal column
a, a heated magnetic stir plate was used to warm the aCSF solution to prevent air bubbles forming on the tip of the
objective lens. b, dual-channel peristaltic pump for recycling the perfusate: red line indicates the inlet of aCSF
solution into the imaging chamber (d) and blue line indicates the return of aCSF solution from the imaging chamber.
c1, perfusion-dependent temperature controller monitors the physiological temperature of aCSF solution. c2, the
inlet of heater is used to heat the aCSF solution and maintain the temperature at 35ºC.
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3.4.4.2.2 Nikon A1RMP microscope (A1)
A1 laser scanning microscope was equipped with CF175 Apo 25X 1.1 NA objective lens. The
laser of two-photon were generated by auto-tunable Chameleon, Coherent Inc. A1 provided three
detection modes: 1) nondescanned detection with 4 channels, 2) confocal spectral detection with
32 channels.

3.4.4.3 Imaging analysis
All images were acquired using Nikon software (EZ-C1 in C1 microscope and NIS-element in
A1 microscope). The images were then converted into ImageTrak format (written by PKS,
http://www.ucalgary.ca/styslab/imagetrak). The software visualized images with x, y, z, t and λ
dimensions and performed spectral decomposition on imaging data. For spectral decomposition,
all spectral unmixing references were obtained from experimental single emission sample. In
addition, I used WaveMetrics IGOR pro 6 for spectral library management, scientific graphing,
programming (Appendix A) and analyzing data.

3.5 Procedure
1. Anesthetize mouse deeply and cut open the chest.
2. Perform intracardiac perfusion with cold oxy-carbonated aCSF solution for clearing out the
bloods in spinal cord.
3. After 1 minute of intracardiac perfusion, flip the mouse and incise the skull between frontal
and nasal area to open an access line, then make a lateral cut to open the skull.
4. Perform cervical laminectomy by cutting from atlas to T3 area of transverse process.
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5. Make a cut to detach entire brain-cervical spinal cord and place it in cold oxy-carbonated
aCSF solution.
6. Cut immediately after the brainstem, this end will resemble the top of the “Y” section, and
then cut the other end of cervical column to have around 1-1.2 cm long of isolated cervical spine
with the attached ventral connective tissue (Figure 3-5).

Before imaging the explant, adding vital dye is an optional step. 10 to 30 minutes of incubation
with NR in 10-50 µM is sufficient for 3-8 hours. The duration of tissue staining with vital dye
depends on the property of the dye, the tissues and the technique of laminectomy. Lastly,
position the core lines on the ventral connective tissue and apply slight pressure to snap the
holders onto the imaging chamber to secure the explant (Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-5. The demonstration of contactless technique to immobilize spinal cord explant
for ex vivo imaging
To immobilize the explant for extended imaging, a modified plastic anchor with specific array of horizontal cord
lines (blue arrows) was created. The cord lines were forced onto the ventral connective tissue (red arrows) in order
to hold the tissue tightly without making contact with dorsal column. The region of interest was the area of
superficial fasciculus gracilis located at the middle region of spinal cord (green arrow).
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3.6 Troubleshooting
3.6.1 General live imaging related issues
A good imaging technique depended on balancing 38 parameters in the current standardized
microscope with digitization of detectors98. Knowing the acceptable minimum threshold of pixel
value for data analysis and knowing the maximum capability of optical resolution, light sources,
and sampling frequency was important. It was also important to minimize tissue damage by free
radical from the adverse effect of optical and light sources by avoiding saturating the intensity of
images with excess power and dwell time of light sources.

3.6.2 Spectral imaging
Spectral imaging was used to image multiple fluorescence groups, which also included autofluorescence and background noise (Appendix B). The spectra of each fluorescence group can
later be separated and assigned into a channel by a linear decomposition algorithm. Imaging
multiple groups of fluorescent signals (e.g. YFP, CFP, and NR) required knowledge of adjusting
fluorescent intensity. Often, the levels of intensity from each signal are not equal and cannot be
excited equally, which could result in poor spectral decomposition. To troubleshoot such issues,
start with lower concentration of exogenous vital dye and slowly increase the concentration to
achieve similar intensity of intrinsic fluorescent signal.
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3.7 Results
3.7.1 Fluorescent imaging of myelinated axons
For imaging of myelinated axons using transgenic mice expressing YFP in axons, I found that
there was minimal disruption of cytoarchitecture (Figure 3-6a). I used a vital dye NR, a
lipophilic fluorescent dye that specifically labels lipid of myelin, to label myelin in the YFPtagged axons of transgenic mice. This method reveals internodes, and unequivocally visualized
CNS nodes of Ranvier (Figure 3-6b, white arrows). I next asked if such high-resolution imaging
could reveal the integrity of myelinated axon. I then use the measurement of the g ratio with
optical sectioning.

Optical g ratio =

் ௫ ௗ௧

(2)

௧  ௗ௧

Optical g ratio is the measurement of the axonal diameter divided by the diameter of myelinated
axons (aka fiber diameter); both diameters obtained from the X-Z projection of 3D images. I
found 0.587±0.084 of the g ratio (n = 20 axons in three mice) is very close to the previously
reported light microscopy measurement in rabbit fibres99 (Figure 3-7). The measurement of gratio from electron microscopy image shows that there is no differences between rabbit fibres
and mouse100.
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Figure 3-6. High spatial resolution of ex vivo imaging in dorsal column of spinal cord
explant
Myelinated axons (a and b), oligodendrocytes and myelin sheaths (c-g), axonal mitochondria (h-j), astrocytes (k-m),
and microglia (n-p) in high spatial resolution images were obtained from spectral confocal microscopy and
nondescanned detection of two-photon microscopy. Large areas (500 µm x 250 µm) of dorsal column in a, c, h, k,
and n represented the surface of fasciculus gracilis. Scale bars = 100 µm. a, myelin (red) labeled by NR in transgenic
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mice expressing YFP in axons (green). b, the structures of internodes (white box) and a total of 7 nodes of Ranvier
(white arrows) in a small area of 30 µm x 20 µm was revealed. c, the distribution of myelin (green) was imaged in
dorsal column of transgenic mouse with GFP-tagged PLP-driven promoter in oligodendrocytes. d, high expression
of GFP labeled paranodal region in green, compact myelin in red, inner loop of myelin sheath (grey arrow). e, inner
loop (grey arrow) and outer loop (red arrow) of myelin sheath was imaged clearly. f and g, close-up view from
yellow box in (d) showed myelin in red (f) labeled by NR and myelin in green (g) tagged by GFP expression. (d-g,
scale bars = 5 µm). h, the distributions of axonal mitochondria (green) in dorsal column axons was imaged. The
structure of axonal mitochondria in general was elongated with averaging 5 µm or above of length, and some
mitochondria (i) were extremely elongated with incredible length of 16 µm (j). k, astrocytes surrounding the blood
vessels were labeled by sulforhodamine 10187 in transgenic YFP-tagged axons mice. m, zoom-in view of yellow
square in (l) using transgenic mice GFP-tagged astrocytes showed large astrocyte resided next to the blood vessel. n,
major distribution of microglia was shown as GFP expression (green) on the surface of dorsal column. o, there were
fewer microglia on the surface of myelinated axons. p, close-up view of single microglial cell on the surface of
myelinated axons.
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Figure 3-7. Measurement of g ratio from 3D images of live longitudinal myelinated axons
Combining the methods of NR stained myelin sheaths and YFP tagged axons allows the measurement of g ratio. a
and b, deconvolved 3D image of myelinated axons (myelin in red and axon in green) in X-Y and X-Z projection. c,
dot plot shows the total populations of fiber and axon diameters. Horizontal bars indicate the median of each
population. d, quantification of g ratio from myelinated axons in X-Z projection (b) in which their fiber diameter
was larger than 1.5 µm because this population can be resolved by optical microscopy. Horizontal bar indicates the
average g ratio.
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3.7.2 Fluorescent myelin imaging revealed compact myelin, inner loop, outer loop and lateral
loop.
Using transgenic mice or vital dye, both methods showed different morphology of myelin
sheaths and their distribution (Figure 3-8a-b). Transgenic mice (using GFP-tagged PLP-driven
promoter in oligodendrocytes) showed disorganized myelin sheaths (Figure 3-8a). In contrast,
NR labeled myelin showed highly order myelin sheaths (Figure 3-8b).

The use of combined transgenic labeling and vital dye labeling of myelin detailed in Figure 3-9b
(schematic illustration in Figure 3-9a). I observed that the distribution of GFP in these transgenic
mice was mainly in the region of non-compacted myelin. A clear paranodal region with high
intense GFP labeling were seen (Figure 3-9c) and the distribution of GFP did not fully fill the
regions of compact myelin. The compact myelin was labeled by NR in red (Figure 3-9c, d and e).
Fine details of compacted and non-compacted lateral, inner and outer loop of myelin sheath was
shown in Figure 3-9d. NR clearly labeled the compact myelin (Figure 3-9e, two orange
asterisks), and GFP tagged in the inner (Figure 3-9c-d, grey arrows) and outer (Figure 3-9d, red
arrow) loop of myelin sheaths.
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Figure 3-8. Comparison of myelin distribution between transgenic mice (a) and exogenous
dye-NR (b) labeling myelin sheaths
a, disorganized myelin sheaths were shown in transgenic mice with GFP-tagged PLP-driven promoter in
oligodendrocytes. b, myelin sheaths stained by NR appear as highly order structures. Scale bar = 100 µm
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Figure 3-9. The cellular features of myelinated axons and oligodendrocytes
a, schematic illustration of the cellular features of myelinated axons (adapted from Aggarwal et al. 2011101)
compared to the ex vivo image (b) of myelinated axons using NR-stained myelin in transgenic mice expressing PLPGFP in oligodendrocytes. Purple circle was the cell body of an oligodendrocyte. c, high expression of GFP labeled
paranodal region in green, compact myelin in red, inner loop of myelin sheath (grey arrow). d, inner loop (grey
arrow) and outer loop (red arrow) of myelin sheath (c). e, NR labeled myelin in red (orange asterisks). f, lower
expression of GFP (right orange asterisk) and higher expression of GFP (left orange asterisk) in myelin.
b, scale bar = 10 µm; c, d, e and f, scale bar = 5 µm
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3.7.3 Imaging subcellular mitochondria in axons
Using an intact explant of transgenic mouse expressing CFP driven byThy1-Cox8-promoter, I
showed that the distribution of axonal mitochondria was approximately 11,000 mitochondria per
mm2 in dorsal column (Figure 3-6h, pseudocolor in green). Elongated mitochondria were most
common, which unexpectedly can be over 16 µm long (Figure 3-6j).

3.7.4 Imaging of astrocytes and microglia
Transected spinal cord without the disruption of its cellular integrity allowed high spatial
resolution imaging of astrocytes (Figure 3-10) and microglia (Figure 3-6n-p). These two groups
of glia cells showed distinct population distribution. The imaging also showed projections of
their processes. The astrocyte was adjacent to the blood vessel and with its processes “glued”
onto the surface of myelinated axons and formed presumably glia limitans (Figure 3-10).
Microglial cells rarely resided close to axons, but they surrounded the dorsal column (Figure
3-6n and o).
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Figure 3-10. The distribution of astrocytes in dorsal column
a, an astrocyte distributed around blood vessel (yellow box) in transgenic mice expressing GFP in astrocytes and
YFP in axons. The image was taken by two-channel two-photon microscopy, hence both axons and astrocytes were
shown in green color. Blood vessel is labeled by the red dotted line. b, close-up view from (a, yellow box). The
cellular processes of astrocyte contacted the blood vessel and superficial area of myelinated axons. Scale bars = 10
µm
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3.7.5 The diffusion rate of fluorescein in the explant
Unlike ex vivo model, in vivo models are more complex and difficult to control. For example,
systemic administration of drugs is subject to metabolism by the liver and may be restricted from
the CNS by the blood brain barrier. The effect of drugs is diminished by tight environmental
control102. A major advantage of using ex vivo model is that it reliably provides control of the
extracellular milieu. In this model however, intact leptomeninges103 might pose a problem for
diffusion. To address this, I applied fluorescein, a polar tracer to record the timing of the
penetration. Upon entering the perfusion chamber, fluorescein diffused to most of the structures
including dura and arachnoid mater (Figure 3-11a) within a second, and subsequently diffused
into subarachnoid space (Figure 3-11b, red asterisk) after 30 seconds. About a minute later,
subarachnoid space was filled completely with fluorescein, as shown in area where the blood
vessels were located (Figure 3-11b, grey arrows). In dorsal column spinal cord, axons are
distributed underneath the subarachnoid space104. My result cannot determine when the dye
diffused into the axons because the YFP-tagged axons mice and the fluorescein share similar
emission spectra. To address this, I used wild-type mice to determine when the dye diffuses to
the axons. SHG imaging was used to locate the subarachnoid space so that the exact location of
axons can be determined. Axons were labeled by fluorescein (Figure 3-12) after 30 minutes.
Taken together, the results likely indicated that the diffusion first passed through the
subarachnoid space, and subsequently diffused through glia limitans and paranodal region of
myelin sheaths105 before finally accessed axons. Here I demonstrated that the structure of
leptomeninges could be the diffusion barrier and the diffusion barrier slow down the penetration.
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Figure 3-11. Confocal imaging of fluorescein diffusion into dorsal column of transgenic
mice expressing YFP in axons
a, (left panel) arachnoid membrane (grey arrow) was labeled instantly but not in subarachnoid space (red asterisk). a,
(right figure) the fluorescein diffusion was imaged with optical sectioning of 500 µm thicknesses with 5 µm interval
(grey double-headed arrow). The gradual decrease of fluorescein intensity was imaged from top to bottom (Y-Z
plane). b, fluorescein diffused to the surface area of axons (green, long slender structure) within a minute. The area
included subarachnoid space (red asterisk). The black hollows (grey arrows) in the subarachnoid space were big and
small blood vessels that were not labeled by fluorescein.
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Figure 3-12. Optical sectioning with SHG imaging of collagen and fluorescein dye in the
dorsal column of wild-type mice
Wild-type mice were used to trace the fluorescein dye in the axons that cannot be achieved using transgenic mice
expressing YFP in axons (because the color of YFP is similar to fluorescein dye). SHG imaging of collagen (red) on
superficial dorsal column was performed to position the unstained axons before adding the dye. After more than 30
minutes of perfusion with 10 µm of fluorescein dye (as shown in the figure), the dye tracer accessed to axons (grey
arrows). Axons (green) were labeled by fluorescein. Scale bar = 10 µm
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3.7.6 The effect of Wallerian degeneration
The transected cervical spinal cord explant will induce Wallerian degeneration of ascending and
descending tracts. The dissected dorsal roots were affected sooner than the dissected dorsal
columns (Figure 3-13b and c). Since the distal portions of dorsal roots were very close to the
dorsal root ganglion, the effect of Wallerian degeneration appeared earlier than the dorsal
column and it can be observed during the first 8 hours of imaging. The distal portions of
fasciculus gracilis and fasciculus cuneatus in dorsal column was unaffected by Wallerian
degeneration during first 8 hours of imaging because fasciculus gracilis and fasciculus cuneatus
were far away from their cell bodies.
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Figure 3-13. Eight hours of perfused dorsal column of cervical spinal cord explant in oxycarbonated aCSF solution at 35°C shows minimal pathology
The explanted tissue (a) showed the surface of longitudinal axons (green) with the presentation of stitched maximum
intensity projection by two-photon microscopy (b). After 8 hours of perfusion, I imaged the same entire section of
dorsal column (c). The distance from left to right dorsal root was about 2,000 µm. Both contralateral dorsal roots
were perpendicular to dorsal column nerves with much structural alteration (d, orange box). The distal portions of
dorsal roots that were located closest to their own cell body were most susceptible to the Wallerian degeneration. In
contrast, the fasciculus cuneatus (e, green box) and gracilis (e, blue box) showed minimal disruption from the effect
of Wallerian degeneration because the distal portion of gracilis and cuneatus are located furthest from their cell
bodies. Scale bar = 10 µm
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3.7.7 Limitation of the model
Any explanted tissues are limited by time for good experiment imaging. Experiments intended
for longer imaging or long incubation requiring gene expression will not work in my model. The
live myelinated axonal imaging offers about 8 hours (Figure 3-13) of morphologically stable
imaging. Beyond 12 hours, ASF could occur. Unlike other organotypic spinal culture models106–
108

and in vivo spinal cord imaging model109–111, the main advantage of my model is for relatively

long-term (many hours) high-resolution imaging of fine structure of CNS axons and their myelin.
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3.8 Discussion
The adult spinal cord explant is beneficial in many ways for white matter imaging experiments.
First, spinal cord explants have been vigorously tested and used for functional study of white
matter by electrophysiologists for many decades112,113. Isolation of axonal function in complex
tissue like spinal cord explants was made feasible by using pharmacological approaches and
quantifiable measurement of compound action potential. The published model is useful to study
energy deprivation-mediated white matter injury114–116 and to dissect molecular mechanism of
white matter injury13,32,33,82,117. In my study, the detailed cellular morphology of white matter was
demonstrated. Imaging of inner loop and outer loop allows the study of detailed myelin
pathology. The cytoarchitecture of adult white matter resembles the in vivo state, in contrast to
cell culture model and organotypic spinal cord slice culture where glial cells and myelinated
axons lack physiological cytoarchitecture106–108,118.

Second, axons have been proposed to have the ability to perform local cellular activity without
regulation by their cell body and they are in intimate contact with myelin sheaths119. Glia and
myelin communicate with local axons to provide long-term integrity and survival of axons120,121.
In my model, the cervical fibers of superficial fasciculus gracilis belong to dorsal root ganglia
located inferiorly122. The fibers were completely devoid of neuronal cell bodies after explant and
the axon can survive up to 8 hours without sign of injury (Figure 3-13). Hence, the model is an
advantage for the study of axonal interaction with myelin or local glia and local pathological
progression in white matter such as ASF.
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Third, most of the nerves in dorsal column form the vertical ascending tract which originated
from horizontal dorsal root ganglia (Figure 3-13e). This might facilitate the study of orientation
dependent axoplasmic transport, such as anterograde or retrograde live imaging, and the use of
polarized light interaction with myelin85.

Fourth, activated immune cells in central white matter injury that caused inflammatory reaction
must pass a barrier of connective tissue (comprised of type IV collagen) before they damage the
myelinated axons124,125. To penetrate the barrier, production of matrix metalloprotease are
activated by the cells. Once barrier is breached, some inflammatory cells infiltrate into the white
matter of the CNS via glia limitans superficialis126. My results showed that the surface area of
dorsal column was completely covered by the collagen. The model might be ideal for the study
of connective tissue injury of white matter such as the process of breaking down the tissue by the
immune cell. This process is similar to my study of breaking down the diffusion barrier by
collagenase using SHG imaging in Chapter 4 (Figure 4-12).

Finally, myelination takes years to be developed127 and accurately mimicking the myelination
process in cell culture model is not possible. The maturation of myelinated axons is significantly
different from the development of myelinated axons in cell culture as compared to the
biochemical properties of myelin128 and their interaction with other glial cells. This might
suggest that use of intact adult white matter as a model is clinical relevance to study adult white
matter injury.
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3.9 Conclusion
Axons and glial cells in white matter have close intimate relationship. Here, I provided the
protocol and validation of the cervical spinal cord explant as a more representative white matter
imaging model than neuron-oligodendrocyte myelination co-culture. The explants allowed highresolution imaging of myelinated axons and its glial cells, which now allowed me to carry out a
detailed study of subcellular morphological changes during a variety of pathological insults.
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Chapter Four: Morphological characterization and molecular mechanism of axon spheroid
formation
4.1 Abstract
Recent studies have implicated glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity in the degeneration of white
matter elements in multiple sclerosis (MS) patients1,129–131 and in animal models of MS132.
Axonal spheroid formation precedes transection has also been reported in MS tissue9. In white
matter injury, glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity leads to calcium rise has been reported32–34.
However, whether glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity would induce axonal spheroid formation
(ASF) is unknown in ex vivo model. I set to hypothesize that glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity
is one of the mechanisms to induce ASF. I adapted an ex vivo imaging model of mouse spinal
cord explant for the study of ASF and utilized two transgenic mouse lines to address this
hypothesis. Mice expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) from the Thy1 promoter allowed
the visualization of axonal structures and were used to study axonal morphological changes.
Transgenic mice expressing a calcium biosensor were used to detect and quantify calcium
activity in the axon. Activation of glutamate receptors caused calcium overload in the axon, and
ASF and transection ensued, which was blocked by glutamate antagonists. Furthermore,
intracellular calcium release triggered by the activation of ryanodine receptor in axoplasmic
reticulum contributed equally to ASF as did excitotoxicity. Taken together, the results closely
resembled those of lesion in MS. Thus, using a well-controlled ex vivo model mimicking axonal
injury in MS, I demonstrated the temporal relationship of ASF and axonal transection in the
living white matter tissue, a model that could help better define cellular target for the
pathogenesis of MS lesions and in particular the non-inflammatory progressive MS51.
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4.2 Introduction
Axonal loss resulting from axon injury is the common denominator of a number of different
disease processes in the central nervous system (CNS) and the determinant of irreversible
neurological disability in most patients. Examples include MS44 and spinal cord injury133,134.
Since the fragile axon structure is slender and requires high energy for electrochemical activities,
it susceptible to the irreversible effect of axonal transport disturbances135,136, inflammatory
responses24, energy deprivations137, virus infections6. Many researchers believe that a wide range
of insults to the axon can trigger active cellular responses particularly ASF and subsequent loss
of neuronal cell bodies. It is thought that loss of axons is a key predictor of the clinical outcome8.
Therefore, a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of ASF can guide improved
treatment of many neurodegenerative diseases where myelinated axons are affected.

4.3 Axonal spheroids in Wallerian degeneration
Axonal spheroids were observed in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) by Waller in 1850 who
later described the degenerative process of distal portion of axons with swelling “tubes” after the
nerves were cut or crushed. This process has been called Wallerian degeneration27. Later in
1928, such structures were further described by Cajal26 in the CNS. These observations
describing the phenomenon of ASF are a cardinal pathological feature of axonal degeneration.
However, the precise mechanisms of ASF are still unclear. A wide range of insults to the axon
can trigger ASF and several parallel injury mechanisms might be involved138. For example, ASF
found in chronic MS brains might be caused by relative energy deprivation due to
demyelination24,139 or glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity140, while traumatic spinal cord injury
may be Wallerian degeneration resulting from crushed nerves141–146. Furthermore, studies from
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traumatic injury in the CNS showed that the mechanism of ASF requires loss of nicotinamide
mononucleotide adenylyltransferase2, an axonal survival signal138. This was demonstrated by the
Wallerian degeneration slow (Wlds) mutant mice. The Wlds mice expressing chimeric fusion
gene Nmnat1 (Ube4b +NAD)147 significantly delayed Wallerian degeneration124 and inhibited
axonal spheroids formation148. However, non-traumatic injury resulting in ASF and degeneration
such as MS is being neglected149. In this chapter, I investigate non-traumatic white matter injury
of ASF in MS.

4.4 Axonal spheroid in MS
The first observation of axon spheroid in MS patient was reported by Jean-Martin Charcot in
1868150 and later studies by Frommann and Bielschowsky151,152. Ultrastructural analysis of
axonal spheroid was performed in an EAE model by Lampert in 1967153,154. He reported that
reactive axonal enlargement (axonal spheroid) consisted of axon associated with an
accumulation of mitochondria, membranous dense bodies, vesicular elements, and
neurofilaments. Lampert also observed that demyelinated axons and spheroids appeared
frequently surrounding the lesion. Using confocal microscopy and immunohistochemistry, Trapp
et al. showed and quantified axon spheroids and transections in MS brain9. Case-controlled postmortem examinations using either immunohistochemistry (against NF, SMI-329 or NAA155) or
Palmgren’s silver staining method28 showed strong correlation among the frequent axonal
swelling, numerous axonal transection, a high degree of inflammatory demyelination and the
severity of disability156–161. One study found axonal abnormalities in normal-appearing white
matter by electron microscopy and confocal microscopy162. More recent studies showed that
axonal loss occurred as early as 7 days post-immunization in EAE model163 and axonal debris
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such as neurofilament can trigger MS-like symptom in autoimmune animal model of MS164–166.
Axonal injury could precede demyelination early in the course of MS and activate the immune
response. Thus, axonal injury could be the underlying mechanism that contributes to the effects
of MS167. These results strongly suggest that MS might be a neurodegenerative disorder with the
convolution of inflammatory reaction51.

4.4.1 Role of calcium in ASF
The mechanism of axonal degeneration was first proposed by Schlaepfer and Bunge in a culture
model of dorsal root ganglion. They found that low calcium or calcium free media reduced
axonal injury with no ASF168. In addition, energy deprivation and glutamate-mediated
excitotoxicity models of white matter injury suggest the role of calcium in axon
pathology13,169,170. In the energy deprivation pathway, interruption of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) production from mitochondria in hypoxic injury arrested the function of ATPases. Na/K
ATPases are affected the most due to their role in maintaining the resting membrane potential
throughout the entire axon171,172. The loss of function of this pump will induce aberrant
depolarization. Na+ eventually accumulates in the axon and triggers reversed function of Na-Ca
exchanger (NCX) by pumping a Ca++ ion in and releasing 3 Na+ out, leading to the accumulation
of Ca++ in the axon173,174. Axonal depolarizing induced by the influx of Na+ current via Nav1.6 and
efflux of potassium triggers release of glutamate and activation of glutamate receptors leading to
more calcium influx175,176. Hence, in the condition of energy deprivation, calcium rise
accompanies glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity. Glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity is therefore
one of the major mechanisms of axonal degeneration in a hypoxic injury model177. To directly
address the role of glutamate and calcium activity in axons, Ouardouz et al. used calcium
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imaging in isolated dorsal column explant and perfused with glutamate receptor
agonists/antagonists32,33. They found a correlation between calcium rise and glutamate receptor
activation. Over-activation of glutamate receptors leading to calcium rise in axons was a
surprising discovery178 because such mechanisms were previously thought to be unique to grey
matter injury where glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity was well-established179. Based on these
previous studies, and the pathological importance of axon spheroid formation seen in many
diseases, I therefore set out to study in mechanistic detail the molecular pathways and receptors
responsible for a variety of spheroid pathology seen in myelinating fiber tracts. I developed a
very stable and precise ex vivo imaging model as described in Chapter 3, which allowed me to
precisely observe and follow development of pathology in real-time, and to control the
extracellular environment of the cells and tissue during application of various agents.

4.5 Method
4.5.1 Animals and group assignments
Animals in these studies were handled in accordance to the guidelines of the Canadian Council
on Animal Care and all animal procedures were also approved by the University of Calgary
Animal Care Ethics Committee. Transgenic mice were bred and cared in-house in the animal
care facility. Experiments were conducted with specific pathogen-free transgenic mice with the
genetic background of C57BL/6 line. Two transgenic mouse lines were used for the explant
imaging studies (1-3 months old). To examine axonal distribution and morphology, B6.CgTg(Thy1-YFP)16Jrs/J mice (The Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME) expressing YFP in the
dorsal column axons92 were chosen. Transgenic mice expressing calcium binding gene Troponin-
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C (Kd =1.2 µM)180 with FRET-pair biosensor expressing donor-CFP/cerulean and acceptorYFP/citrine (CerTnL-15) (a gift from Dr. Griesbeck at Max-Planck-Institute181) were also used.

4.5.2 Assessment of ASF and ROI
All the YFP expression axons were imaged by two-photon nondescanned detection at 900-950
nm with power < 10 mW. The ROIs was the superficial dorsal column (Figure 3-5). All the ROI
data consisted of 3D images projected in the xy, xz, and yz planes for counting the distribution of
spheroids in total volume of 400 x 400 x 40 um3 (x,y,z) in each animal. Average intensity for
morphological study was based on the contrast ratio between the ROI and the background at 50100:1. If the diameter of and axonal swelling was at least twice that of the parent axon, it was
counted as a spheroid. Spheroid counts were performed by scanning through the 3D data.

The structures of sub-micron puncta in spheroids were examined using deconvolution. The 3Dblind (adaptive point spread function) deconvolution algorithm from AutoQuant X version
x2.1.2 was applied and did not require the calibration and measurement of the point spread
function. Blind deconvolution required the following parameters: x, y, and z dimension, emission
light (YFP), modality of microscope (laser scanning confocal), immersion media (water = 1.33),
numerical aperture and magnification of objective lens (NA1.0, 60x). Images were processed
with 10 iterations and medium noise value.

4.5.3 Baseline study
Cervical spinal cord explant preparation was performed as described in Chapter 3. Each
dissection took less than 30 minutes. Over the period of my study, ASF were observed after
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dissection and the spheroid were subsequently reversed within one hour (Figure 4-1). To
eliminate the variation from spontaneous primary injury, all treatments were started at least 1-2
hours after the dissection. The remaining time-slot allowed the tissue to settle down as a reset
cycle. Thirteen Thy1-YFP mice were used for the baseline study (range: 7-12 hours, 1 hour per
time point) after excision.

4.5.4 Pharmacological application and imaging
4.5.4.1 Chemical anoxia and glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity
Sodium azide (NaN3) was used to induce energy deprivation-mediated ASF because NaN3
inhibits the production of ATP in mitochondria182. A total of 24 mice were used, two or three
mice per study: 2.0 mM NaN3 alone, 0.5 mM NaN3 with 0.2 mM glutamate, 2.0 mM NaN3 with
0.2 mM glutamate, 0.5 mM NaN3 alone, 10 mM glutamate alone, 0.5 mM NaN3 with 10 mM
glutamate, 0.5 mM DL-threo-beta-benzyloxyaspartate (TBOA) alone, 0.5 mM TBOA with 10
mM glutamate, and finally combination of 0.5 mM TBOA, 10 mM glutamate and 0.5 mM NaN3.
The treatment remained on the spinal cord for the duration of the entire imaging. Images were
recorded immediately after application (every 20-60 minutes for the entire experiment).
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Figure 4-1. An example of a reversible form of axonal spheroid
An axonal spheroid appeared right after dissection during ex vivo imaging of transgenic mice expressing YFP in
axon (green). After 18 minutes of perfusion, the spheroid reversed to normal appearance. This is a common
observation right after cervical spinal cord dissection. Hence, all the imaging experiments were performed one hour
after cervical dissection to reduce the variation in spheroids counting.
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4.5.4.2 Glutamate excitotoxicity-mediated ASF after collagenase treatment
For ex vivo imaging, I applied 1 mM glutamate to the exposed spinal cords of healthy Thy1-YFP
mice (N = 6). Control group was prepared without adding glutamate treatment (N = 4). The
treatment remained on the spinal cord for the entire imaging duration. Images were recorded
immediately after application and every 60 minutes for entire experiment. ROIs were collected
as described in section 4.5.2.

For the antagonist experiments, cross-sectional study was performed. Three groups (3 mice per
group) of treatments were prepared: 1 mM glutamate, 1 mM kynurenic acid (KA), and combined
1 mM glutamate and 1 mM KA. Note that the combined KA and glutamate experiment was
prepared by first adding KA, followed by glutamate after 30 minutes. For all the experiments, the
treatment of the explants incubated for 5 hours and then fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde for
spheroid counting next day.

4.5.4.3 Calcium imaging in glutamate or caffeine treatment
Twenty CerTnL-15 transgenic mice were used to image calcium activity with spectral laserscanning microscopy. Caffeine was used to induce intracellular calcium release via
overactivation of ryanodine receptors183. 20 mM of caffeine was added into artificial cerebral
fluid (aCSF), which was continued for the duration of the experiment. Glutamate experiment
design was same as the ex vivo imaging protocol described in section 4.5.4.2.
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4.5.4.4 Caffeine-mediated ASF
Three Thy1-YFP mice were used. Experimental design was the same as the ex vivo imaging
protocol described in section 4.5.4.2. Three mice were used for antagonist experiments.
Ryanodine was added in perfusate for one hour followed by caffeine. Ryanodine binds to
ryanodine receptors and fully closes them at micromolar concentration to block ryanodine
receptor from being activated184.

4.5.5 Spinal lysate preparation for in vitro förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) analysis
To inhibit protease activity, spinal lysate was prepared by adding cOmplete ULTRA Tablets,
EDTA free (Roche) in isolated dorsal column explant and dissolved in 1X phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) solution. To chelate calcium, EGTA was dissolved in NaOH and the pH was
adjusted to 7.2.

4.5.6 Imaging experiment for collagenase treatment
To break down the diffusion barrier of collagen in explants, collagenase was used. After
laminectomy and before the cervical spinal cord was transected, the entire spinal cord was
submerged in oxygenated aCSF solution with 300 unit/ml of type IV collagenase (SigmaAldrich) for 10 minutes at 35ºC. Tissue was slowly rinsed three times with aCSF for 5 minutes at
room temperature. The cervical spinal cord was then transected and put onto imaging/perfusion
chamber.

Label-free imaging with second harmonic generation imaging (SHG) was used to study collagen
distribution in leptomeninges. SHG is a nonlinear optical effect whereby two near-infrared
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photons interact with the sample to generate a new photon with twice the frequency (typically
blue). Accordingly, the use of near IR 900 nm wavelength to interact with collagen would
generate new photon half the IR wavelength at 450 nm. To confirm the specificity of SHG
signals, I tuned the laser from 840 nm to 900 nm with SHG filter at 450 ± 35 nm. I then observed
a clear SHG signal starting from 845 nm to 900 nm and no SHG signals below 845 nm.

4.5.7 Calcium imaging with spectral laser-scanning microscopy
405 nm was used to excite the donor-CFP181 of FRET biosensor attached to troponin-C calcium
binding protein. The emission of FRET signals was captured by spectral detector. The spectral
resolution was set to 10 nm.

4.5.7.1 Calcium measurement in axons
The FRET consists of a pair of fluorescent proteins called donor and acceptor. The donor is
cerulean derived from cyan fluorescent protein (CFPc) and acceptor is citrine derived from
yellow fluorescent protein (YFPc). Troponin-C is a calcium-binding protein. When enough Ca2+
ions bind to troponin-C, the resting conformation of troponin-C changes the space between the
donor and the acceptor, from cis- to trans- position, bringing them closer to less than 10 nm and
generating FRET (Figure 4-2a)185. The advantage of laser-scanning spectral microscopy is the
ability to directly record the FRET activity, and in turn measure cellular calcium changes. Here,
the entire emission spectrum from donor and acceptor fluorescence was imaged with 32-channel
detector and the spectrum enabled the measurement of relative FRET efficiency using spectral
peak ratio (acceptor divided by donor). Spectral imaging also allows the background to be
independent of FRET measurement. For example, a time-lapse calcium imaging of axons with
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the treatment of 1 mM glutamate showed that though the baselines of each timepoint were
different, their spectral peak ratio are independent of their baseline (Figure 4-2b). The spectral
peak ratio can later be processed into emission ratio change (Figure 4-2c). Thus, calcium
imaging with laser-scanning spectral microscopy is a powerful way to assess FRET activity.

Due to the possibility of expression instability of the transgene in the transgenic animal186, FRET
activity from CerTN-L15 line was validated in vitro. Cell lysate from dorsal column of the
transgenic mice was collected and the FRET activity of lysate was excited and measured in
cuvette by a 433 nm laser. 10 µM, 1 mM and 25 mM of CaCl2 were added to lysate187 and the
result showed that FRET activities correlated to the concentration of calcium (Figure 4-2c). To
deplete calcium in vitro, two concentrations of EGTA (6 mM and 25 µM) were added to the
lysate containing 1 mM CaCl2. FRET activity dropped to baseline.
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Figure 4-2. Spectral profile of cerTN-L15 mice and in vitro validation of FRET activity
a, schematic diagram of interaction between the calcium sensor with FRET detector. FRET occurs when the donor
and receptor are in close proximity (< 10 nm). Resonance energy is transferred from the excited donor to acceptor.
Acceptor behaves as a quencher of the donor’s fluorophore, and emitted light of acceptor188. Calcium binding
troponin C-based domain (grey) is cloned with FRET pair, sitting between donor and acceptor. FRET pair: donor is
cerulean fluorescent protein, improved version of CFP; acceptor is improved version of YFP called citrine. b, (left
figure) the individual spectrum of the donor (blue dotted line) and the acceptor (green dotted line) corresponds to the
FRET spectrum (red solid line) during calcium rise in ex vivo imaging. b, (right figure) FRET before (green dotted
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line) and after (red solid line) binding to calcium with its background in absolute intensity. c, in vitro quantification
of FRET in brain lysate. FRET was detected between 10 µM to 25 mM of CaCl2. When EGTA was added, FRET
was diminished. The linear relationship between peak ratio of FRET and concentration of calcium in this study was
Y = 1.23X + 2.36 with R = 0.98.
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4.5.7.2 Spectral data analysis
One dimension spectral data were obtained with acquisition software LabView for in vitro
quantification of FRET study. Excitation laser to generate 433 nm from 866 nm was from
coherent Chameleon via doubling Crystal. The data were processed by IGOR for smoothing
(algorithm: Binomial with 20). Raw format was converted to 400 points with linear interpolation,
normalization, and plotted in IGOR for analysis. For spectral data sampling, all of the spectral
data were presented in three animals with two ROIs per animal. For FRET study, ratio of
acceptor or donor was used to map FRET efficiency in pseudocolored images with NIS-Element.

4.5.8 Statistical analysis
The analysis of time-lapse studies was performed using IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics Inc., Oregon,
CA, USA) with one-way repeated measure ANOVA, followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test.
Student’s t-test was used to compare means of two groups. The significance value of all
experiments was taken as p < 0.05 ** or p < 0.001 ***. N is the number of animals used to
repeat the experiment.

4.6 Results
ASF was assessed in spinal cord explant by exposure to glutamate, mild or severe energy
deprivation, or a combination, or release of intracellular calcium induced by caffeine treatment.

4.6.1 Baseline assessment of axonal morphology in spinal cord explant
First, I asked how long the intact axons without their cell bodies could maintain their structure in
perfused spinal cord explant in oxy-carbonated aCSF at 35°C. I determined the baseline of the
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explants by counting the number of ASF over time in normal perfused YFP-tagged axons. The
ROIs were collected from the region of superficial fasciculus gracilis in which the areas were at
approximately half of the length of the entire explants (≥ 1.2 cm long) and at least 6 mm away
from cut end. Minimal ASF was detected during 10 hours of imaging (Figure 4-3a), and only
began to occur after 11 hours (Figure 4-3b). This is consistent with previous report in optic nerve
explant189, indicating that the timing of injury in response to the transection was similar in white
matter tissues.
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Figure 4-3. Baseline of axon spheroid formation in cervical spinal cord explant
a, two-photon, z-stacks as maximum intensity projection, time-lapse imaging of YFP-tagged axons mice showed
that axonal structures were preserved throughout the first 10 hours of imaging. Images are presented as maximum
intensity projection. Scale bar = 10 µm. b, number of axonal spheroids (y-axis) were counted over 12 hours (x-axis)
in normal perfused explants. The green rectangle in the image is the ROI where spheroids were counted.
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4.6.2 Effect of energy deprivation
I next assessed the effect of energy deprivation in white matter for the following reasons. Firstly,
the function of white matter is adversely affected during energy deprivation170,190–192. Thus, I
considered this as positive control for my experiment. Secondly, energy deprivation induced
white matter injury accompanies glutamate release52,174,193. Disruption of ionic homeostatic
concentration due to the loss of function in Na+/K+ ATPase pump led to glutamate release via
reverse Na+ dependent glutamate transporter174. Aberrant depolarization due to uncontrolled Na+
influx activated ionotropic glutamate receptors and calcium permeable AMPA receptors would
cause calcium release170. Thirdly, demyelinated axons demand high energy to maintain their ion
gradients via Na+/K+ ATPases24, chronically stressing the mitochondria, leading to sodium
channel-mediated axonal injury and glutamate release from immune cells including microglia
and/or macrophages176,194–196, and astrocytes175,197. Taken together, these resulted in death of
myelinating oligodendrocytes198,199. To mimic the effect of energy deprivation, sodium azide
(NaN3) was used to inhibit mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase complex IV200. It has been used to
induced ASF in the PNS201 and axonal injury in vitro202. Two mM of NaN3 was applied in
perfusion. ASF was observed within one hour of perfusion (Figure 4-4a), and it was robustly
induced after 3 hours of treatment (Figure 4-4b, p < 0.001, N = 3).

These results agree with previous study on corpus callosum slice using chemical ischemic
method: oxygen-glucose deprivation and reperfusion (OGD)169. ASF was observed after 3 hours
of reperfusion whereas ASF was observed after one hour using NaN3 treatment. This indicated
that either NaN3 is more potent than OGD reperfusion or dorsal column is more vulnerable than
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corpus callosum to energy deprivation-mediated injury. It is also possible that the mechanism of
anoxia is different from ischemia.

After confirming the positive result, I applied high concentration of glutamate (10 mM). This
concentration has been reported to cause excitotoxicity in spinal cord injury203. Surprisingly, the
effect of 10 mM glutamate was not as robust as NaN3 alone (Figure 4-5). To reach the peak of
ASF formation, glutamate alone took 10 hours while NaN3 took less than 3 hours. ASF was
delayed. However, combined NaN3 and low concentration of glutamate with the concentration of
2 mM and 0.2 mM respectively significantly increased the number of ASF (Figure 4-6, p <
0.005, N = 3). I concluded that axons are quite resistant to even higher concentration of
excitotoxins provided that they are energy replete.
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Figure 4-4. Chemical anoxia induced extensive axon spheroid formation
a, ASF was induced by 2 mM NaN3 for 5 hours. After 2 hours, spheroids were observed (arrow). After 3 hours,
transection occurred (arrow). b, quantification of axonal spheroids in ischemic condition compared to baseline. After
one hour of treatment, spheroids started to form. After 3 hours, the number of spheroids were too numerous to count.
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Figure 4-5. High concentration of glutamate delayed spheroid formation
10 mM glutamate exhibited modest effect of ASF by comparing to chemical anoxia. Number of spheroids in 2 mM
NaN3 treatment were too numerous to count after 2 hours whereas number of spheroids in 10 mM glutamate
treatment only started to increase after 7 hours.
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Figure 4-6. Low concentration of glutamate induced ASF in chemical anoxia
Combined treatment of 0.2 mM glutamate and 2 mM NaN3 induced ASF even faster than 2 mM NaN3 treatment
alone, suggesting energy deprivation facilitates the effect of glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity.
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Conversely, use of low concentration of 0.5 mM NaN3 or combination of 0.5 mM NaN3 and 0.2
mM glutamate did not generate ASF (Figure 4-6). Interestingly, with low concentration of NaN3
plus high concentration glutamate induced very robust spheroid formation (Figure 4-7). I
concluded that when axons are only modestly deprived of energy, they become exquisitely
sensitive to excitotoxicity, even more so than with severe chemical anoxia alone.

The effect of glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity itself might have been altered by other cellular
activities in the explant. For example, axons204 and astrocytes84 might uptake the glutamate. To
address this, 0.5 mM TBOA with 10 mM glutamate was tested in perfused explants. TBOA has
proven to be a potent blocker for glutamate uptake205,206. Increase in ASF was observed,
indicating that the activity of glutamate uptake was inhibited (Figure 4-8). It seems that
astrocytes might still be functional in explants, and presumably extracellular glutamate was
absorbed by astrocytes’ glia limitans in subarachnoid or perivascular space207.
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Figure 4-7. High concentration of glutamate induced ASF in mild chemical anoxia
The treatment of 0.5 mM NaN3 with 10 mM glutamate induced more ASF than chemical anoxia alone (2 mM
NaN3), indicating mild disturbance of cellular energy could disrupt the neutralization of glutamate-mediated
excitotoxicity. Negligible ASF was observed in the treatment of low concentration of NaN3 alone. Adding 0.2 mM
glutamate to low concentration of NaN3 also did not generate ASF, indicating there is a toxicity threshold for the
induction of ASF.
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Figure 4-8. The neutralization of glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity was blocked by TBOA
TBOA as the blocker of glutamate transporter was added to the 10 mM glutamate treatment. ASF was generated
faster than 10 mM glutamate alone, suggesting glutamate was actively transported and the toxicity was neutralized
by the cellular glutamate transporters in the energy-replete explant.
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Finally, I tested all three agents (TBOA, NaN3 and glutamate). The combined agents are to
mimic the pathological conditions in MS. I observed the fastest responses of ASF among the
treatments without using high concentration of NaN3 (Figure 4-9, p < 0.005, N = 2). The data
indicated that lower concentration of NaN3 created the effect of virtual hypoxia24,139,208, TBOA
altered glutamate uptake176 and addition of glutamate induced the condition of
excitotoxicity129,140.

In summary, treatment with high concentration of glutamate alone and low concentration of
NaN3 alone did not induce early spheroid formation (Figure 4-10). Adding TBOA with glutamate
generated more spheroids than glutamate alone, indicating robust glutamate uptake into axon or
other glial cells. This activity is also associated with energy deprivation. Indeed, a report showed
the effect of glutamate uptake quickly ceased in organotypic hippocampal brain slice during
energy deprivation193.
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Figure 4-9. Mimicking the pathological condition in MS
Low concentration of NaN3 was combined with TBOA and glutamate to mimic the pathological condition in MS.
Within one hour, a fourfold increase in spheroids was generated compared to TBOA and glutamate, suggesting the
pathological environment can be induced in ex vivo dorsal column.
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Figure 4-10. Summary of interplay between glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity and energy
deprivation-mediated ASF
High concentrations of glutamate did not induce spheroids. Adding either low concentration of NaN3 or TBOA in
high concentration of glutamate induced ASF. Low concentration of NaN3 did not induce spheroids. High
concentration of NaN3 alone induced ASF. Adding low concentration of glutamate in high concentration of NaN3
induced about the same numbers of spheroids as high concentration of NaN3 alone. Combined TBOA, NaN3 and
glutamate also induced significant amount of spheroids.
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4.6.3 Glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity induced ASF
Although glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity seems to play a secondary role in the mechanism of
ASF, combined TBOA and glutamate induced much more extensive and rapid pathology than
glutamate alone (Figure 4-8), indicating that cellular uptake was responsible for the
neutralization of glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity. Astrocytes might be responsible for the
neutralization of glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity209–211. Astrocytes monitor the ionic
homoeostasis including glutamate212. In additional, the diffusion barrier of subarachnoid mater
and pia mater in spinal cord18,207,213,214 (Figure 4-11) may also be responsible for the surprisingly
modest effect of glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity by slowing down the diffusion rate of
glutamate on the axons, this phenomenon has been reported in brain slices206. To address this
issue, collagenase was used to digest the collagen in glia limitans with pia meter215. SHG
microscopy was used to study collagen distribution and enzymatic activity of collagenase.

The collagenase application was effective in removing glia limitans with negligible toxicity
(Figure 4-12). Controls treated with collagenase induced limited ASF (N = 4, imaging for 10
hours with < 1% of ASF) while glutamate induced robust ASF (p < 0.001 at 3 hours, N = 6,
imaging for 7 hours with > 98% ± 0.5 of ASF) (Figure 4-13). A tenfold lower concentration of
glutamate induced injury twice as fast. To test the specificity of glutamate-mediated
excitotoxicity, glutamate antagonists - KA was applied. Three different treatments were tested: 1
mM glutamate alone; 1 mM KA with 1 mM of glutamate and 1 mM KA alone. KA inhibited
ionotropic glutamate receptors significantly compared to 1 mm glutamate alone (p < 0.001, N =
4). The number of spheroids in KA alone compared to the combined KA with glutamate was also
significant (Figure 4-14, p = 0.05, N = 4), indicating that sub-population of axons was not
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protected by KA; this unprotected population might be the metabotropic glutamate receptors33.
Nonetheless, the results suggest that the effect of ASF is specific to the injury mechanism of
glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity.
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Figure 4-11. 3D SHG imaging revealed subarachnoid space and pia mater in dorsal column
a, SHG imaging with 20 µm-thick layer in dorsal column with a depth of 0.5 µm. XY image of collagen (white) and
axons (green) showed the distribution of pia mater (red arrow) and subarachnoid space (between red and orange
arrow). YZ and XZ images indicated by arrows showed the orientation of subarachnoid space and the superficial
dorsal column wrapping by the pia mater. Scale bar = 10 µm. b, spatial resolution of collagen and pia mater was
shown in maximum intensity projection. Scale bar = 20 µm
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Figure 4-12. 3D time-lapse SHG imaging of collagen breakdown by collagenase in spinal
cord explant
Each image contains a set of optical volume with 20 µm thickness and presented in maximum intensity projection.
Top panel, axons (green) were not affected by the treatment of collagenase. The collagen structures (white) were
digested by collagenase and eventually became undetectable by SHG imaging after 4 hours.
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Figure 4-13. Glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity robustly induced ASF after the breakdown
of diffusion barrier in spinal explant by collagenase
Two groups of spinal cord explants were used: with collagenase treatment and without collagenase treatment. Spinal
cord explant with collagenase treatments were divided into two subgroups: control and 1 mM glutamate treatment.
Spinal cord explant without collagenase treatments were also divided into two subgroups: control and 10 mM
glutamate treatment. Spheroids formed after 7 hours of perfusion in spinal cord explant treated with 10 mM
glutamate (without collagenase). Spheroid formation was observed as early as 2 hours in spinal cord explant treated
with 1 mM glutamate (with collagenase).
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Figure 4-14. The excitotoxicity is due to the overactivation of ionotropic glutamate
receptors
All the spinal cord explants were treated with collagenase. The explants were then incubated with 1 mM of
glutamate, 1 mM of KA + 1 mM of glutamate, and 1 mM KA, fixed and counted after 5 hours (3 mice per group).
KA alone was the control. Blocking the activation of ionotropic glutamate with KA significantly reduced ASF. p <
0.05 ** or p < 0.001 ***.
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4.6.4 Calcium rise preceded ASF after glutamate treatment
The role of calcium in axonal injury by glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity has been studied32,33,
however ASF and transection has not been directly linked to this pathway, which is my
underlying hypothesis. To determine whether activation of glutamate receptor induces calcium
rise which was responsible for subsequent ASF and transection, live calcium imaging using
transgenic mice expressing FRET-based calcium sensor troponin-C (cerTn-L15) was performed.
Collagenase treatment was applied to remove diffusion barrier, FRET activity was measured
during 1mM glutamate treatment from three transgenic mice. Within two hours, significant
amount of calcium was detected in the axons (Figure 4-15a, p < 0.05, N = 3). This data are in
agreement with others using exogenous calcium dyes to measure calcium activity32,33. Axons
subsequently transected after 3 hours of treatment (Figure 4-15b).

In summary, the experiments support my hypothesis that axonal calcium rise during glutamatemediated excitotoxicity. Calcium influx via over-activated glutamate receptors lead to focal
ASF.
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Figure 4-15. Calcium rise preceded axonal swelling and transection during glutamate
treatment
a, the bar graph shows average calcium activity within two hours after glutamate treatment in collagenase treated
dorsal column (p < 0.005, N = 3). b, pseudocolor ratio (acceptor over donor) images at four different time points
over the course of glutamate treatment. At 60 minutes, calcium rise was detected in a axon (white arrow). At 90
minutes, the intenisty of FRET increased and after 210 minutes, ASF and trasection. Scale bar = 10 µm
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4.6.5 Intracellular calcium release induced ASF
In most of the glutamate experiments, I frequently observed dark puncta devoid of YFP (Figure
4-16). Using deconvolution methods, I clearly showed that the submicron puncta were adjacent
to the inner surface of axolemma (Figure 4-17). Previous studies showed that intracellular
calcium release via overactivation of ryanodine receptors contributes to axon injury via
axoplasmic reticulum (AR)117. AR has been shown in axon216 and it is one of the largest axonal
calcium storage organelles217. Intracellular calcium release may have caused reticulum stress218,
resulting in osmatic changes inside AR219,220 and induced the submicron puncta. To address this,
caffeine was used to release calcium through ryanodine receptors in YFP-tagged axons
transgenic mice. Caffeine induced spheroids robustly compared to glutamate treatment (Figure
4-18, p < 0.001 at 1 hour, N = 3) and submicron puncta and micron puncta were observed
(Figure 4-19).

Next, I applied ryanodine as an antagonist to block the ryanodine receptor and ASF decreased
significantly (Figure 4-18). Using caffeine to induced ASF was more robust than glutamate,
indicating intracellular calcium source was more potent than extracellular calcium. This was
further demonstrated by the combination of glutamate and ryanodine treatment in which ASF
was minimal. This study is in agreement with previous report using caffeine to induce spheroid
formation in optic nerve221.
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Figure 4-16. Dark puncta devoid of YFP found in the treatment of glutamate
a, glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity induced some spheroids partially devoid of YFP (orange arrow). Scale bar = 10
µm. b, magnification of a spheroid showing the exclusion of YFP (orange arrow). The myelin was stained by NR to
demonstrate that the devoid of YFP was not part of the myelin sheaths.
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Figure 4-17. Submicron puncta formation during glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity
treatment
Deconvolved images of axons showing submicron puncta after glutamate treatment. 3D imaging of a 20 µm-thick
layer in dorsal column with a depth of 0.5 µm. A Z-stack image shows the location of submicron puncta along the
lines in axons. YZ and XZ images along the corresponding lines indicated by arrows show the submicron puncta
contact the inner surface of axolemma. These submicron puncta were examined using adaptive blind deconvolution.
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Figure 4-18. Caffeine-mediated intracellular calcium release induced ASF
Ex vivo dorsal columns were perfused in 4 different treatments: caffeine, caffeine with ryanodine, glutamate,
glutamate with ryanodine. Ryanodine receptors were activated by caffeine promoting ASF, while caffeine with
ryanodine treatment inhibited ASF. Glutamate treatment showed less than 50% of ASF by comparing to caffeine
treatment. Combination of glutamate with ryanodine blocked ASF as well. p < 0.001 ***, N = 3.
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Figure 4-19. Caffeine induced ASF via intracellular calcium rise
Ex vivo spinal cord explant expressing YFP in axons treated by caffeine. Before caffeine treatment, there was
absence of puncta in axons. After 60 min of caffeine treatment, puncta (white arrows) and submicron puncta (orange
arrows) were detected. Red arrows indicate swollen axon without appearance of puncta. Scale bar = 10 µm
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4.7 Discussion
4.7.1 Glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity in axonal injury
The results confirm and expand the findings of previously reported studies13,32,33 in that I
demonstrate that non-traumatically induced ASF and transection in central white matter are
caused by glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity and the disruption of calcium homeostasis. During
white matter injury via glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity, two key events have been reported:
axonal calcium rise32,33 and decreased compound action potential13. However, these events are
insufficient to define irreversible axonal injury. ASF and transection is a major pathological
process in MS, the result of irreversible axonal injury that causes permanent clinical disability.
Here, my results show axonal calcium rise during glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity, followed
by ASF and axonal transection, a cellular mechanism of white matter injury that might
reassemble the progression of axonal pathology in MS. Axonal spheroids were induced in the
absence of immune cells. Thus, axonal injury might support the hypothesis of cytodegeneration
as a pathogenesis in MS. Unlike the conventional hypothesis of pathogenesis (“outside-in”),
axons are the primary target of insults by cellular injury mechanism found in neurodegenerative
disease, e.g. Alzheimer’s disease, disruption of calcium homeostasis in axon222. In light of this,
these axonal spheroids found in MS9 can be viewed as the result of axonal degeneration rather
than a secondary injury to axons from the inflammatory reaction. Even if the conventional
hypothesis is true, immune cells have been shown to release glutamate at the lesion. Glutamatemediated excitotoxicity might still be an important destructive mechanism in demyelinated axons
within inflammatory lesions. Hence, blocking the overactivation of glutamate receptors could be
a significant implication for the treatment of progressive MS by using glutamate antagonist such
as KA to alleviate axonal degeneration.
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4.7.2 The morphological behavior of axonal spheroids in intact spinal cord explant
Using ex vivo imaging model of spinal cord explant from several kinds of transgenic mice, ASF
were found from energy deprivation-mediated axonal injury, glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity
and caffeine-mediated calcium rise. Axon population is not uniform in response to these
treatments. Certain axons appeared normal during the treatments while others deteriorated badly.

Transgenic mice expressing YFP have been widely used to study Wallerian
degeneration29,81,189,223,224 and energy deprivation169,177, yet ASF with dark puncta devoid of YFP
had not been reported and may involve ryanodine receptor activation in AR. These dark puncta
were mainly observed in caffeine treatments, and glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity. The area of
black voids could be the organelle swelling and AR might be a good fit to explain this
phenomenon. This spheroid is devoid of YFP, indicating the YFP is blocked by the membrane of
the organelle. The black voids appear distinctly intra-axonal, therefore they must be intra-axonal
organelles. Among the organelles, axonal mitochondria and AR are most likely to cause such
phenotype. The morphology of axonal mitochondria are elongated and not circles as shown in
Figure 3-6j. Therefore, I argue that this phenotype is less likely mitochondria and more likely
AR. AR is the largest single intracellular organelle225 and a continuous endomembrane structure
from the cell body216,217, containing significant calcium stores226,227. In electron microscopy
study, axonal AR is commonly located under the axolemma in close apposition216, precisely
where this phenotype appears to be located (Figure 4-16). Furthermore, using an inhibitor to
block endoplasmic reticulum stress resulting lesser glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity, this also
prevents the conformational changes of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in rat brain228. Elevation of
intracellular calcium that alters endoplasmic reticulum morphology has also been reported in cell
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culture229. Thus, these notions might support my ex vivo data: using caffeine to induce calcium
rise via activation of ryanodine receptors in AR (Figure 4-18). The swelling of ER might due to
an increased osmotic pressure caused by an inward ionic current while releasing calcium.

4.7.3 The swelling of periaxonal space vs. axoplasmic reticulum
The partial exclusion of YFP from some swellings might also be the expansion of periaxonal
space according to a recent report230 where either physiological electrical stimulation or
veratridine was applied to induce a similar phenotype in the PNS. EM examination shows that
the expansion of the periaxonal space might have been caused by Na+ returning to the
extracellular space from the axon to maintain the intracellular Na+ homeostasis. This report is
different from my study of AR in which the YFP exclusion was also caused by calcium rise via
ryanodine receptors. There is little evidence to indicate that activation of ryanodine receptors
would disturb Na+ homeostasis. Furthermore, my data show that the YFP exclusion was mainly
situated at the internodal region of CNS axons (vs. paranodal regions in the published PNS
study), and this phenotype would eventually result in axonal spheroid formation and transection.
Though the YFP exclusion is morphologically similar to my data, these phenotypes are
fundamentally different because the reported YFP exclusion appeared in PNS physiological
condition whereas my data suggests that the YFP exclusion appeared in CNS pathological
condition.

4.8 Conclusion
Here I showed the dynamic time course of spheroid formation in live CNS myelinated axons
using a stable ex vivo model of white matter and high resolution two-photon microscopy. Axons
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exhibited a stereotyped pathology in the form of focal swelling and spheroid formation in
response to a variety of insults. Chemical anoxia predictably induced severe pathology, but in
contrast, even high concentrations of glutamate caused only modest injury that was delayed by
many hours. This was due to a combination of diffusion barriers such as the overlying meninges,
and the ability of well-energized white matter to buffer even large quantities of exogenous
excitotoxin. Even mild energy deprivation or interference with glutamate uptake, greatly
exacerbated excitotoxin induced pathology, underscoring the energy dependence of active
glutamate uptake to protect white matter axons from excitotoxicity. These findings have
important implications for diseases such as MS, where relative energy deficits139,202, increased
sources of glutamate from inflammatory infiltration129,231,232, and impaired glutamate
homeostasis176,233, have all been shown to exist. My data now show that such an environment
may cause direct axonal pathology, with morphology identical to that found in human MS brain
by conventional histopathology. This further underscores the fundamentally important role that
white matter excitotoxic mechanisms play in the degeneration of this tissue in MS and other
conditions as well. Finally, recent data have implicated internal axonal calcium stores in
mediating axonal injury, a mechanism that may be as important as pathways mediating influx of
extracellular calcium into the fiber34,170. I also show that direct release of calcium from axonal
endoplasmic reticulum stores, also induced focal spheroid formation and axolemma pathology,
independent of any excitotoxicity. Given the known interaction of these two signalling
mechanisms in other cells34,170, it is highly likely that both glutamate induced extracellular
calcium influx into axons, together with internal calcium release from axonal calcium stores,
conspire together to promote even more irreversible axonal degeneration. A more in-depth
mechanistic understanding of these important interrelated mechanisms, paves the way for
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improved pharmacological intervention to protect vital axonal connections in a variety of CNS
white matter disorders.
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Chapter Five: Spectral microscopy of myelin pathology using the solvatochromic probe-Nile red
5.1 Abstract
There are few tools available to study the physico-chemical makeup of intact, living myelin, or
to track chemical changes as a function of injury. Fluorescent solvatochromism is the interesting
property of a number of fluorophores whereby they undergo changes in their absorption and/or
emission spectra in response to changes in the polarity of their local chemical environment. I
used a solvatochromic dye - Nile red (NR) to probe myelin lipid chemistry. I hypothesize that
myelin changes in early injury can be measured with NR. NR would respond with shifts of its
fluorescence emission spectrum. NR not only chemically probes the polarity of myelin lipid in
mice and human but also spatially details myelin. Furthermore, in order to quantify and compare
the changes of lipid polarity among myelin populations, I introduced a novel methodology called
Nile red solvatochromic shift assay (NRSSA). Using NRSSA, I identified and quantified the
lipid polarity of physiological myelin. I further applied the method to study pathological changes
in myelin by measuring lipid polarity alterations in demyelination and remyelination in animal
and human samples from multiple sclerosis. In summary, NR is a powerful tool for exploring
polarity changes in living tissue in response to injurious stimuli. Rapid staining and high spatial
resolution imaging of live myelin makes NR well suited for in vitro/ex vivo and in vivo study of
the fundamental mechanisms of demyelinating disorders.
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5.2 Introduction
Myelin is a highly ordered, lipid-rich, multi-layered spiral of cell membrane that supports rapid
and energy efficient saltatory conduction of action potentials in the central and peripheral
nervous systems (CNS and PNS)234. The ratio of myelin lipid to protein dry weight is 70:30235.
The functional and structural characteristics of myelin are critically dependent on its unique
composition of biochemical lipids18,236,237. In particular, changes of lipid compositions in myelin
are defining characteristics of development238,239 in adult128, aging rodents238,240 and in
primates39,241. Change of lipid orientation (e.g. phophatidylserine) from inner leaflet to outer
leaflet in cell membrane is an indication of apoptosis242. Furthermore, lipid composition also
changes in inflammatory demyelinating diseases like multiple sclerosis235,243–250 (MS) and
diseases affecting lipid metabolism in glial cells236. More recent studies using lipid microarray
analysis suggest that lipids play an important antigenic role in modulating the immune cells to
attack myelin in MS251. These studies led me to hypothesize that studying myelin lipids could
provide insight into the mechanism of myelin injury and repair.

There are challenges in obtaining biochemical information in spatially resolved myelin from
intact fixed or live myelin in animal models. The traditional methods to study myelin lipid
chemistry require destruction of tissues252,253. For example, isolation of myelin from tissues for
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)254 or quantitative electrospray ionization/mass
spectrometry255 requires tissue homogenization. Recent development of non-destructive, labelfree myelin chemical imaging has been demonstrated by using Coherent anti-Stokes Raman
Scattering256. The method requires extensive knowledge of nonlinear optics and the hardware is
complicated to operate. Alternatively, fluorescent immunostaining can spatially resolved myelin
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protein specific distribution, but it is usually done in fixed tissue and provides microstructural
but no biochemical information. To overcome the shortcomings of these experiments, I
developed a non-destructive, simple and rapid biochemical myelin staining method using
solvatochromic polarity indicator - NR to probe the local environment of myelin.

5.2.1 Nile red as a solvatochromic dye
In general, excited fluorescent dyes emit specific spectra that are largely invariant and are not
altered by local microenvironment. For example, the family of Alexa dye is one of the most
common conjugated to antibody for immunolabeling257. However, some dyes do not exhibit
fixed spectra. Their varying emission spectra are in accordance with their interaction with local
physical chemical environment. This phenomenon is termed solvatochromism. NR is one of the
solvatochromic dyes. NR shifts its fluorescent spectrum according to its local environment of
solvent polarity and has been applied to study the changes in local environment of hydrophobic
protein258, in cellular259 and membrane260 cholesterol, in lipid droplet composition261–265 and
lysosomal phospholipid266. Quantitative study of lipid composition in NR-labeled porcine
oocytes has also been demonstrated using spectral microscopy267. Additionally, due to its
lipophilic property, NR has also proven useful for spatially labeling lipid-rich myelin sheath
brightly in the CNS268,269 and PNS270. Because of these properties, NR was selected for the study
of solvatochromism in myelin.

5.2.2 General mechanism of solvatochromic shift
In solvatochromism, the interaction between solvatochromic dye and solvent molecules results in
spectral shift. This spectral shift is determined by solvent polarity. NR’s fluorescent emission
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spectral shift reflects chemical polarity changes. For example, increase in the solvent polarity
causes red shift to longer wavelength; a decrease in the solvent polarity causes blue shift to
shorter wavelength. This phenomenon can be explained by Jablonski energy diagram, where the
emission is created by the energy difference between the highest occupied molecular orbital and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital271 (Figure 5-1). During the energy transition of NR from
excitation to emission, NR shows a typical fluorophore behavior in absorption, (e.g. 10-15 second
of absorption, blue arrow in Figure 5-1) and with an intermediate stage (between 10-10 and 10-12
second272, solvent relaxation stage in Figure 5-1) before the emission (e.g. 10-09 second). The
intermediate stage determines the magnitude of the spectral shifts. After NR is excited to higher
vibrational level of S1, excessive excited energy is quickly lost to surrounding solvent molecules
as the fluorophore slowly relaxes to the lowest vibrational energy level. While gaining
vibrational energy, solvent molecules interact with NR by realigning their dipole orientation
accordingly to NR’s dipole moment (e.g. solvent’s δ+ attracts NR’s δ-), termed solvent
relaxation. If the dipole of solvent molecule takes longer time to re-orient while interacting with
NR, a further red shift can be observed. In contrast, if the solvent molecules do not interact with
NR or take minimum relaxation time, the spectral emission shift of NR is minimal. Another
solvatochromic property of NR is to increase or decrease quantum yield in less polar or more
polar solvents, respectively. Increase in quantum yield results in brighter NR emission; decrease
in quantum yield results in weaker NR emission.
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Figure 5-1. Schematic illustration of solvatochromic mechanism by a Jablonski energy
diagram
Before excitation, the NR molecule and its surrounding solvent molecules are in the ground state. During excitation,
NR’s dipole moment increases and re-aligns as shown in blue ovoid. This happens in 10-15 second. NR then enters
into the solvent relaxation stage (it usually take between 10-10 and 10-12 second and the range depends on the
solvents272). The solvent molecules are attracted and their dipole moment realigns accordingly to NR’s dipole
moment direction. Red and violet ovoids of NR indicated their surrounding solvent molecules as polar and less polar
respectively. In a polar solvent environment, NR’s dipole moment showed longer relaxation time (red arrow at
solvent relaxation state) compared to less polar solvent molecules (violet arrow at solvent relaxation state). The
longer time a solvent remains in the relaxation stage, the more the spectrum of NR shifts to longer wavelengths. The
shorter time solvent in relaxation stage, the spectrum of NR shifts minimally and returns to ground state.
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5.2.3 Quantification of solvatochromic shift by generalized polarization
Traditionally, quantification of solvatochromic shift is done by the generalized polarization (GP)
method with two channel fluorescence microscopy272. Fluorescence is collected by two
detectors, each with specific band pass filters: one for the collection of red shift spectrum and the
other for the collection of blue shift spectrum. GP is then measured by defining a wavelengthratiometric parameter with the following formula,
 ܲܩൌ

 ݎܫെ ܾܫ
 ݎܫ ܾܫ

(3)

where Ir is the intensity of red shifted value, while Ib is the intensity of blue shifted value. This
quantification has been shown in in vitro study of isolated phospholipid membranes273 and intact
cell membrane274. For my study, I improved this method by collecting the entire emission spectra
of NR using confocal spectral microscopy.

5.3 Methods and Materials
5.3.1 Isolation of myelin and sub-fraction of total myelin
Myelin extraction was done according to standard method275. Five spinal cords of adult LongEvans rats (200-250 gm each) were isolated and homogenized in 0.25 M sucrose to make 10%
weight/volume solution. Homogenate was centrifuged at 500g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The
supernatant was collected and recentrifuged at 11000g for 10 minutes. Supernatant was
discarded and the pellet resuspended in 10 ml of 0.25 M sucrose. Then, 25 ml of 0.88 M sucrose
was added to the bottom of the tube below the resuspended pellet. The supernatant was
centrifuged at 11000g for 10 minutes to separate the mitochondria from the myelin. The myelin
floated on the surface while the denser mitochondria pelleted at the bottom of the tube. The
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upper myelin layer was removed and stored at 4°C. This was the total myelin. To isolate crude
cholesterol and lecithin, I added 4 volumes of acetone into total myelin and blended the mixture
for 1 minute at high speed. The crude cholesterol as supernatant was dissolved in acetone solvent
while crude lecithin appeared at the bottom. For imaging myelin (total myelin, crude cholesterol
and lecithin), I transferred 100 µl of each myelin sample on the glass slide and let it dry. 1 ml of
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 30 to 50 µM of NR was added to the sample and the
sample was remixed at room temperature for 10 minutes, then semi-dry slides were taken for
spectral imaging.

5.3.2 Immunolabeling of proteolipid protein (PLP) in isolated myelin
After obtaining isolated myelin from rat spinal cord, I separated myelin into three groups: myelin
with primary and secondary antibody, myelin with secondary antibody and unstained myelin.
Primary antibody monoclonal mouse anti-PLP (Millipore Cat#mab388, dilution 1:200) incubated
for 30 minutes. Then, secondary antibody Alexa Fluor 405 (Life Technologies Cat#A-31553,
dilution 1:200) was added to the primary antibody and incubated for 30 minutes. After that, I
added 10 µM NR to these samples.

5.3.3 Spectral imaging solvents in capillary tube
To obtain the fluorescent emission spectrum of the solvents, hexane, toluene, chloroform,
acetone, Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and methanol were mixed with 10 µM of NR in glass
vials. Each solvent was loaded into 1 m x 75 mm of glass capillary tubes via capillary action.
Then, the tubes were imaged by spectral confocal microscopy.
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5.3.4 Animal handling
All the protocols for animal handling followed the Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC)
guidelines and the animal procedures were approved by the University of Calgary Animal Care
Ethics Committee. For the development and aging study of myelin, four groups of C57/B6
transgenic mice expressing yellow fluorescent protein in axon were used; each group consisted
of three mice were divided into postnatal day 5 (P5), day 10 (P10), day 30-60 (adult) , and day
430 (old mice). To study PLP in solvatochromic effect, two PLP-null adult mice and three P0CNS mutant adult mice were obtained from the lab of Dr. Bruce Trapp at Cleveland Clinic,
USA. The procedures for preparation spinal cord explants are described in Chapter 3.

5.3.5 LPC-induced spinal cord demyelination and remyelination
To study demyelination in mice, a double transgenic mouse model expressing yellow fluorescent
protein (YFP) in axons and green fluorescent protein (GFP) in microglia was used in
collaboration with the lab of Dr. V. Wee Yong. They performed the L-alpha-lysophosphatidyl
choline (LPC) injection of the spinal cord. Four females CX3CR1-GFP/Thy1-YFP young adult
(2-3 months) on a C57Bl/6 background were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (47.5
mg/kg) and xylazine (2.5 mg/kg). The spinal cord dorsal column was then exposed at the T3-T4
vertebra. A 1.0 µL solution of 1% D-lysophosphatidylcholine (lysolecithin; Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) was slowly injected on top of the cord (subdurally) 1 minute using a 301/2 gauge needle
attached to a 2 µL Hamilton syringe. The needle was left in place for 2 minutes to prevent
backflow of the lysolecithin out of the dorsal column. Mice were sacrificed at day 3 (N = 2) and
day 36 (N = 2) post-LPC injection.
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5.3.6 Delipidation of whole spinal cord tissue
Whole animals were fixed (N = 3) with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) via intracardiac perfusion.
1.2 cm cervical spinal cord was isolated and the tissues were fixed again with 4% PFA overnight
in 4°C. The next day, the tissues were washed three times with 0.1 M PBS and submerged in
chloroform and methanol (2:1 vol:vol) for 36 hours. They were then washed three times with 0.1
M PBS for 30 minutes and incubated overnight (12-17 hours) with 50 µM of NR at 4°C. For the
treatment of Triton X-100, tissues were fixed with 4% PFA overnight. The next day, tissues were
washed with 0.1 M PBS and resuspended in 5% (v/v) Triton X-100 in 0.1 M PBS buffer for 12
hours at 4°C. Then, tissues were washed five times with 0.1 M PBS and stained by 50 µM of NR
for one hour before being mounted onto imaging chamber for spectral imaging.

5.3.7 Ex vivo spinal cord preparation
P5 and P10 mice were put on ice block as a way of anesthetization for 10 minutes, then a 3-5
mm of spinal cord was dissected out and submerged at 4°C with fixative 4% PFA. The next day,
I stained the dorsal column with NR (30 µM) in PBS for 10 minutes. Adult and old mouse spinal
cord explant preparation was described in Chapter 3.

5.3.8 Nile red solvatochromic shift assay for myelin chemical screening
One mM stock solution of NR (Life Technologies Cat#N-1142) was prepared in DMSO and
stored at -20°C freezer. The range of 1 µM to 100 µM was used for myelin staining. The most
appropriate concentration depends on the specimen size (slide vs. whole tissue), light source and
transgene expression. In LPC-induced demyelination study, 476 nm laser was selected to
simultaneously collect three non-saturated emission spectra (YFP/GFP/NR) in CX3CR1104

GFP/Thy1-YFP adult. However, 476 nm laser was not the optimal excitation wavelength for NR.
To overcome this, higher concentration of NR was used to increase the signal. To verify the
report about concentration dependent spectral shift265, I tested a concentration of NR from 1µM
to 100 µM in methanol and found no effect on spectral shift. To stain myelin (isolated myelin,
fixed spinal cord myelin in situ and white matter from histology sections), a minimum of 10
minutes incubation was required. For staining live myelin in explant, a minimum of 30 minutes
incubation was required. If live imaging takes more than 4 hours in perfusion system, it is
recommended to add 10 µM NR directly into the artificial cerebrospinal fluid solution in the
perfusion system in order to maintain signal.

5.3.9 Human samples
I collaborated with Dr. Jeroen Geurts from VU University, Amsterdam and obtained a brain section
from a 73-year-old male patient with secondary progressive MS. Cause of death was urosepsis and
renal insufficiency. The post mortem delay was 5:15 hours. Control brain tissue was obtained from a
74-year-old male and the cause of death was lung carcinoma. At autopsy, the brains of patients were
cut into approximately twelve coronal slices of 10 mm thick. Subsequently, five slices were selected
for MRI screening. The frontal slice was put directly into 10% formalin after MRI scanning and was
used for this study. Based on MRI images of the frontal slice, the regions contained MRI and
macroscopic visible rim of a white matter lesion, center of a white matter lesion, diffuse appearing
white matter and normal appearing white matter were isolated and mounted on slide. Slides were then
stained by 50 µM of NR in 1X PBS solution for 10 minutes and washed for 5 minutes two times with
1X PBS before spectral imaging.
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5.3.10 Spectral confocal laser-scanning microscopy and data processing
All the experiments were done using 488 nm laser to excite NR unless otherwise noted.
Fluorescence spectral images were recorded using up-right Nikon A1RMP (Nikon, Inc.) at room
temperature or 35°C with an objective lens (NA 1.1). The spectral resolution was 10 nm with 32
channels ranging between 490 nm and 740 nm. To standardize data analysis, all the spectral data
were converted into 400 data points with cubic spline interpolation, and each spectrum was then
normalized for general comparison and used for spectral decomposition. The analysis was
performed on imaging processing software, ImageTrak.

Two bracketing basis spectra were used to define the minimum and maximum range of polarity
value in ImageTrak. To generate quantitative pseudocolor images, linear decomposition was
done using the two selected bracketing spectra. Two channels were generated after linear
decomposition: green index channel represents the total intensity of unmixed channels; red index
channel represents the polarity value. To select ROI on the quantitative pseudocolor image for
NRSSA analysis, I added a mask channel on the image. The mask area were selected by an
adaptive threshold value above 90% of intensity276 using green channel. Histogram was then
generated based on red index channel. To make spectral profile comparable, spectral data were
collected as follows:
1. The average intensity from any ROI must be 50-fold greater than background.
2. Irrelevant contaminating signals such as fluorescent protein, autofluorescence, and
laser backscatter were removed by linear spectral decomposition.
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5.3.11 Statistical analysis
Statistical significance was determined with IGOR Pro (WaveMetrics Inc., Oregon, CA, USA)
using chi-square test., p < 0.05 is considered statistical significance. N is the number of animals
used to repeat the experiment. NRSSA statistic of all the samples is available at Appendix C.

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Nile red solvatochromic shift assay (NRSSA)
The wide range of NR emission spectra shown in Figure 5-2a is due to varying polarity of the
solvents used to dissolve the dye. I then devised a method to yield a single numerical index
representing the degree of spectral shift, and therefore, the polarity of the medium NR is
reporting from Figure 5-2b. Each pixel in the image contains an associated 32-point spectrum,
which can then be numerically compared to the standard spectra obtained from known solutions
as in Figure 5-2b. A polarity index was then calculated in accordance to how close each pixel
spectrum was to each of the two extreme bracketing spectra, such that if a pixel spectrum closely
matched the spectrum from hexane, it would be assigned an index of 0, and conversely, if it
matched that from the more polar solvent methanol, it would be assigned an index of 1.0. Each
pixel in the image was processed in this manner, and resulting indexes from all pixels plotted as
a histogram and shown in Figure 5-3a. As expected the distributions are narrow because the
emissions are expected to be very uniform from a homogeneous medium such as a NR solution.
Moreover, the position of each peak of the histogram reveals how polar the solution is, and
therefore, reflects its biochemistry. Because the algorithm used to calculate the polarity index of
each spectrum between the two standard bracketing spectra is linear, as expected, there is a
strong linear relationship when the six solvents were analyzed using this method (Figure 5-3b).
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The same principle was then applied to the more complex and biochemically heterogeneous
samples of myelin. Empirically, the two bracketing spectra shown in Figure 5-4 best captured the
range of spectral pixels obtained from two selected populations from an isolated myelin samples
(Figure 5-5). The greater sensitivity for subtle spectral changes of the NRSSA technique over
mean spectrum is illustrated in Figure 5-6a. A spectral and pseudocolor image of isolated myelin
stained with NR was analyzed with NRSSA method (Figure 5-6b and c). The index histogram
clearly shows two lipid populations with different polarities compared to the single averaged
emission spectrum (red plot in Figure 5-6a) which does not reveal the two distinct populations.
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Figure 5-2. The principle of NR solvatochromism
a, the fluorescence spectra of NR in various solvents show a wide range (76 nm) of spectral shift. b, the polarity of
each solvent was demonstrated by the emission of their fluorescent colors (“true-color”) using excitation with nearUV light at 370 nm. Green fluorescent color presented by hexane is least polar whereas red fluorescent color
presented by methanol is most polar among the solvents.
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Figure 5-3. The method of NRSSA
a, presentation of each solvent as a population in histogram by the scale of their relative polarity index (1-100) vs.
normalized frequency in NRSSA analysis. b, demonstration of the linear correlation between lambda and polarity
index by plotting maximum peak of lambda and polarity index of each solvent.
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Figure 5-4. The design of the bracketing spectra for NRSSA
The bracketing spectra are used to define the scale of polarity index (0-100) in NRSSA method. Triglyceride and
phospholipid are selected as the bracketing spectra for all the NRSSA analysis. The range between these two spectra
is extended to allow all the solvents resolve on the scale of polarity index. The new bracketing spectra (solid lines)
cover the range between 540 nm and 660 nm.
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Figure 5-5. Validation of NRSSA in isolated myelin
a, a pair of lambda datasets shows 12 nm shift from two populations of isolated myelin. b, presentation of
solvatochromic shift assay from (a), a roughly 9-point differences is obtained and unlike lambda, these two
populations shows minimal overlapping area.
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Figure 5-6. Sensitivity test of NRSSA analysis
a, the emission spectrum of sub-isolated myelin containing major crude cholesterol shown in lambda (red solid line).
It contrasted with the result of NRSSA (purple histogram). NRSSA analysis shows two distinct population. The less
polar population is at the peak index 27 (blue arrow) and the more polar one is at the peak index 47 (green arrow). b,
spectral image of myelin globules from the sub-isolated myelin population containing major crude cholesterol. c,
pseudocolor image (b).
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5.4.2 Evidence of solvatochromic effects in isolated myelin fraction
I then used isolated myelin fractions to study the heterogeneity and distribution of spectral shifts
(and therefore biochemistry) in this purified sample. Total myelin fraction from four adult rat
spinal cords were isolated, dried on microscope slides and stained with NR. Myelin prepared in
this manner clustered into globules on the slide, and stained brightly with NR. To exclude
contamination from other CNS elements during isolation, the myelin origin of the samples was
confirmed by PLP immunostaining (Figure 5-7a-d). Spectral analysis of the isolated total myelin
fraction revealed considerable spectral variability between globules as illustrated by the
pseudocolor image in Figure 5-7e. This variability might be due to their polarity with “like
dissolves like” that leads to aggregation of globules. Spectra varied between 576 nm (less polar)
and 640 nm (more polar) (Figure 5-7f, peak λ), with the blue-shifted components of the fraction
exhibiting brighter fluorescence intensity (Figure 5-7g). The overall distribution of spectral
positions/indexes from an entire image is shown in Figure 5-7h. The peak was centered at an
index of ≈37. Note the distribution was considerably wider than from pure solvents reflecting the
heterogeneity of polarities of the constituent myelin lipids. Chemical extraction of crude
cholesterol and lecithin showed the expected spectral shifts to the left for cholesterol (less polar)
and to the right for lecithin (more polar) (Figure 5-7h). Note that the histograms in this figure are
normalized; in reality the absolute magnitudes of these two extracted components are much
smaller than total myelin signal, and contribute to the wide “tails” of total myelin extending over
a broad range of polarities.

Taken together, myelin can be seen as a complex “solvent” that induces solvatochromic effects
in certain lipophilic dyes by virtue of its heterogeneous lipid composition. The NRSSA method
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allows very sensitive and spatially-resolved analysis of biochemical lipid changes in myelin, and
was then applied to the study of intact myelin under various physiological and pathological
conditions.
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Figure 5-7. Characterization of isolated myelin fractions
a-d, immunostaining of PLP in isolated myelin showed co-localization with NR. Total isolated myelin stained with
NR alone (a), PLP immunolabeling alone (b), NR and PLP immunolabeling (c), second antibody Alexa
immunolabeling alone as negative control (d). e, pseudocolor image of total myelin. An average of 5 µm diameter
myelin particles was collected via sucrose two-step gradient purification from rat spinal cord, and stained with NR
on the slide for spectral confocal imaging. f, the graph shows the range of spectra among the population of myelin
particles. g, intensity measurement of fluorescence spectra from myelin populations: red shifted, average, and blue
shifted. The blue-shifted population of the fraction exhibited higher fluorescence intensity whereas the red-shifted
population showed lower fluorescence intensity. h, NRSSA showed total myelin (green histogram) at index ≈37
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with extended two “tails”. Crude cholesterol population is less polar than total myelin. In contrast, crude lecithin is
more polar than total myelin. Scale bars = 5 µm
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5.4.3 Solvatochromism of myelin in situ
I next asked whether myelin in situ from adult spinal cord explant can exhibit solvatochromic
properties similar to myelin in vitro (isolation of myelin). Spinal cord explant was fixed and
myelin sheaths were stained by NR (Figure 5-8a). In situ myelin was then compared to the
isolated myelin using NRSSA analysis. Spectra from fixed myelin in situ were more
homogeneous than isolated myelin with peaks ranging from 588-594 nm (Figure 5-8b). This was
reflected in the distribution of polarity indexes which was narrower than from isolated myelin
(Figure 5-8c), exhibiting a peak distribution at index = 34. Interestingly, this peak was shifted to
a less polar index compared to isolated myelin (peak index = 37). This may be due to
paraformaldehyde fixation which is known to crosslink proteins and some lipids, and to lower
solubility of membrane phospholipids277,278. Next, I explored the role of myelin lipids in
determining the polarity as measured by NR. Chloroform and methanol (2:1 vol:vol) were used
to extract nonpolar and polar lipids (respectively) by the Folch method279 from fixed mouse
spinal cord. After 36 hours of exposure to these solvents, samples were stained with NR and
spectral images acquired as before. Myelin morphology was not altered by lipid extraction
(Figure 5-8d), which is not surprising given that the samples were already fixed in PFA.
Removing myelin lipids by this method had a dramatic effect on overall polarity, which shifted
from a peak index of 34 before extraction to 47 after lipid removal (Figure 5-8e). This is in line
with expectations because solvents will remove the more labile less polar lipid components,
leaving a more protein-rich water-soluble cytoplasmic matrix, which is more polar, and which
also binds NR280,281. Treating spinal cord with the detergent Triton X-100 seemed to be even
more effective at removing myelin lipids as the peak index was shifted to even higher values
(≈51) than with chloroform and methanol (Figure 5-8e).
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The shift of index to a less polar value in fixed intact myelin compared to isolated fractionated
myelin was unexpected. I then explored the question whether fixation artifactually shifted the
index, or whether myelin isolation was artifactually shifting the peak index to more polar values.
Live mouse spinal cord was maintained and oxygenated in perfusion chamber at 35°C. The live
myelin tissue was stained brightly with NR in perfusate containing 20 µM of NR. The NRSSA
analysis of live myelin showed a peak index at 38 very close to that of isolated myelin fraction
(37), and significantly different from PFA-fixed samples (Figure 5-9). This analysis therefore
demonstrates that at a biochemical level, PFA fixation significantly alters the polarity of myelin
lipids as reported by NR spectroscopy. As the live preparation was kept in the perfusion
chamber, the peak index changed to progressively higher values indicating loss of nonpolar
species (Figure 5-10a, chi-square test, T = 0 vs. T = 8: p < 0.001, N = 3). This change in
spectroscopic index occurred despite little if any change in morphological myelin characteristics
(Figure 5-10b). Together my data show that while ex vivo live preparations of my white matter
tracts can be kept alive and morphologically intact for many hours, there are early biochemical
changes that my method can reliably report. Therefore, my NRSSA analysis appears to be very
sensitive for detecting biochemical changes in myelin, and was then used to study myelin
changes under various conditions of development and pathology.
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Figure 5-8. NRSSA analysis of fixed myelin in situ
a, dorsal column myelin was fixed by 4% PFA overnight. Multiple myelinated axons and a node of Ranvier (white
asterisk) from adult mice dorsal column were shown with high spatial resolution. b, range of spectra shift (588-594
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nm) among myelin in situ population was presented by maximum emission peak position (N = 10). c, comparison
between myelin in situ and total isolated myelin in vitro fraction. The population of myelin in situ with peak index
shifted to less polar and presented much narrow band. d, images of fixed myelin in situ after treatment with the
solvents showed that intact myelin sheaths were still visible. e, 5% Triton X-100 and chloroform and methanol (2:1
vol:vol) were used to delipidate myelin in dorsal column. NRSSA analysis shows that both peak index shifted to
more polar.
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Figure 5-9. NRSSA analysis of live myelin in situ
Live myelin spinal cord explant was maintained and oxygenated in perfusion chamber at 35°C, then ex vivo spectral
imaging of live myelin was performed. NRSSA analysis showed that live myelin is more polar compared to fixed
myelin in situ (chi-square test, fixed myelin vs. live myelin: p < 0.001, fixed myelin, N = 10; live myelin, N = 3) and
isolated myelin (chi-square test, isolated myelin vs. live myelin: p < 0.001, isolated myelin, N = 5; live myelin, N =
3) respectively. Pure acetone was also compared with the live complex myelin, and NRSSA showed that the sum
and the range of acetone population is significantly smaller than myelin (sum: 6.58 vs. 22.2; range: 8.0 vs. 25.2),
suggesting myelin is a complex solvent.
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Figure 5-10. NRSSA analysis of ex vivo time-course imaging of live myelin sheaths
a, kymograph-like presentation of NRSSA over time. Yellow arrow indicates the population shifted from peak index
38 to 43. From each time point, the population that was above average baseline (purple) was labeled in red (N = 3).
b, ex vivo myelin images before (left panel) and after (right panel) 8 hours of aCSF perfusion presented in
pseudocolor using NRSSA. Scale bar = 10 µm
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5.4.4 Biochemical myelin changes in PLP-null and P0-CNS adult mutant mice
I asked whether mice whose myelin is missing the major myelin protein PLP would exhibit
biochemical changes. These transgenics have normal myelination, normal oligodendrocyte
development and no behavioural abnormalities, but only late axonopathy282,283. Only PFA fixed
tissue was available to us for these studies, therefore comparisons were made with the fixed wild
type (WT) samples (Figure 5-11a) and two transgenic mice (Figure 5-11b to d). Interestingly,
despite swollen myelin (Figure 5-11c-d), my analysis revealed a subtle but statistically
significant shift (chi-square, PLP-null vs. WT: p < 0.05, fixed myelin, N = 10; PLP-null, N = 2)
in polarity index towards more polar values in the transgenics (Figure 5-11e). This might be
explained by the role of cholesterol which is reduced by 40% in PLP-null mice284. Since the
cholesterol imparts a nonpolar component to the distribution (Figure 5-7h), a reduction of this
lipid would explain the shift to more polar values overall in the transgenic. Another myelin
transgenic is the P0CNS mutant, where PLP in CNS myelin is replaced by the peripheral myelin
protein P0285. In contrast to the PLP null transgenics, the P0CNS mutant develop a paranodal
pathology with swellings of the axon in myelin285. Staining with NR and imaging confirmed this
focal pathology as evidenced by frequent focal dilatations of numerous fibers (Figure 5-11c and
d). Spectroscopic analysis also showed that both pathological areas of swelling, and normal
appearing non-swollen stretches of myelin, both exhibited polarity index shifts to more polar
values, compared to fixed WT of controls (Figure 5-11e, chi-square test, P0CNS vs. WT: p <
0.001, WT, N = 10; P0CNS, N = 3). Taken together, these results show that the NRSSA analysis
is very sensitive at detecting subtle biochemical changes in myelin independent of microscopic
morphological abnormalities.
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Figure 5-11. In situ imaging of myelin in dorsal column of adult transgenic mice PLP-null
and P0CNS
Transgenic mice of WT (a), PLP-null (b), P0-CNS (c and d) were imaged and compared morphologically. PLP-null
mice was morphologically same as WT. P0-CNS showed myelin swellings (white arrows), presumably these were
axonal spheroids285. e, polarity value in both PLP-null and P0-CNS mice were slightly increased. In P0-CNS mice, a
sub-population of spheroid was less polar than non-swollen myelin. a and c, scale bar = 100 µm; b and d, scale bar =
10
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5.4.5 Solvatochromic property in developing and aging myelin
Myelination follows a programmed sequence of developmental steps whereby the sheath
undergoes significant morphological286 and biochemical alteration128,287,288. In particular,
cholesterol accompanies myelin growth281, maturation280 and aging240,291. I therefore examined
whether the spectroscopic method was able to follow biochemical changes in myelin as a
function of development. I compared four different groups of rodents at different ages –
postnatal day 5 (P5), day 10 (P10), adult (P45), and old (P430) (Figure 5-12a). Isolated dorsal
column from these groups was stained by NR after 12-17 hours of fixation with 4% PFA.
Despite only minor morphological changes, and only at advanced age, there was a dramatic shift
in the biochemistry of myelin as a function of age as reported by this spectroscopic method
(Figure 5-12b). There was a monotonic and progressive decrease in polarity index from more
polar (peak index 45 in very young P5 animals) to less polar (peak index 26) in the very aged
animals. These results match what is previously known about lipid composition in myelin as a
function of age. Using thin-layer chromatography (TLC), the production of cholesterol in P5 rat
myelin is negligible238, however at day 10, the level of cholesterol increases as much as
fivefold238 and continues to steadily increase throughout adulthood. In aging mice, the increase
in cholesterol results from a slow turnover rate of cholesterol292.
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Figure 5-12. Myelin changes as a function of time
a, in situ imaging of myelin in dorsal column of P5, P10, P45, and P430 mice. Images were presented in pseudocolor
of NRSSA. Over time, the diameter of myelinated axons in dorsal column became thicken (arrows) and stopped at
adulthood while its chemical property continued to become less polar. b, NRSSA analysis revealed that as the mice
became older (from P5 to P430), their myelin became less polar (p < 0.001). Scale bar = 10 µm
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5.4.6 Myelin lipid photodamage
To further demonstrate the ability to detect chemical changes in myelin lipids, I performed
photodamage on live myelin in dorsal column (Figure 5-13a) using 300 mW two-photon laser
power at 800 nm. Radiation of tissue with high power of a femtosecond laser can induce photo
damage in a very restricted volume. This is not so much due to local heating, as it is to
generation of highly reactive free radicals269. This is exacerbated by the presence of a light
absorbing material such as a fluorescence dye, which will efficiently absorb laser radiation, and
generate free radicals when in the excited state293,294. These reactive oxygen species (ROS) will
chemically interact with lipids leading to their oxidation295. After laser irradiation, myelin in the
damaged area chemically shifted to lower polarity (Figure 5-13b, peak index ≈37; chi-square
test, live myelin vs. photodamaged myelin: p < 0.005, N = 3) likely by the mechanism of lipid
peroxidation296. During lipid peroxidation in myelin, phospholipids of the lipid bilayers are
targeted by ROS297 because polyunsaturated fatty acids in phospholipids are highly susceptible to
oxidative attacks298. Hence, polar phospholipids are preferentially damaged and therefore overall
lipids in myelin shifted to lower polarity.
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Figure 5-13. Solvatochromic effect on myelin injury induced by photodamage
a, pseudocolor images of NRSSA. The abnormal myelin (yellow box, left figure) was induced by photodamage
using 300 mW two-photon laser power at 800 nm and compared to the normal myelin (green box, left figure).
Close-up view of myelin injury (right figure). b, photodamaged myelin was less polar than control. Scale bars = 10
µm
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5.4.7 Solvatochromic properties in an animal model of demyelination and remyelination
The above experiments were conducted to establish the reliability and sensitivity of the
spectroscopic method to detect subtle biochemical changes in myelin. I then applied this
technique to study demyelination and re-myelination in an established model using LPC
injection to the dorsal column to induce demyelination299 and remyelination300 in mice. Fourweek-old mice were injected with 5 µl of LPC into the dorsal column using a fine 301/2 gauge
needle. Sham controls were injected with 5 µl of saline. Animals were left to recover, then
sacrificed at 5 and 28 days post LPC injection. Transverse cryosections of fixed dorsal column
were stained with 10 µM NR and spectral images acquired, followed by NRSSA analysis as
above. Spinal grey and white matter showed distinct polarities as shown by the pseudocolor
images in Figure 5-14a (left figure), with the former more polar than the latter (Figure 5-15).
This is in keeping with the relatively greater protein content of grey matter compared to lipid
content which predominates in myelin-rich white matter. Importantly, the profile of uninjured
white matter in this preparation was similar to normal longitudinal myelin sheaths previously,
with a peak index of 33 vs. 34 (chi-square test, longitudinal myelin vs. transverse myelin: p = 1,
longitudinal myelin, N = 10; transverse myelin, N = 3) (Figure 5-16). Samples were then divided
into two regions: the area inside and outside the demyelinated lesions (“normal appearing” white
matter) at day 5 and day 28. In the lesion area at day 5, I observed bright lipid droplets within
cells in the lesion (Figure 5-14b, middle figure), these cells were foamy macrophages/microglia
derived from activated monocytes301. To my surprise, the population in the lesion area at day 5
exhibited bimodal distribution with one area shared similar polarity with sham and the other was
less polar than sham (Figure 5-17a, chi-square test, p < 0.001, N = 3). Accordingly, I traced the
bimodal distribution from the spectral image. The subpopulation that was less polar than sham
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was contributed by the old digested lipid droplets from myelin (Figure 5-14b, middle figure). As
for the population that shared similar polarity with sham, it suggests that myelin was not affected
by LPC agent. At day 28, remyelination appeared at this timepoint. In contrast to day 5, cells in
the lesion now showed very few lipid droplets (Figure 5-14b, right figure). The distribution of
the main population was now very similar to sham. However there remained a noticeable and
persistent population at a very nonpolar index between 15 and 20, which was never evident in
sham or earlier time points of demyelination (Figure 5-17a). The populations in white matter
surrounding lesions were slightly different compared to sham at day 5 and day 28 (Figure 5-17b,
chi-square test, p = 1, N = 3). In summary, my spectroscopic analysis had the sensitivity to show
very subtle changes in biochemistry in the LPC demyelination model. The white matter
surrounding lesions was slightly different compared to sham but not statistically significant.
Remyelination was clearly shown to return to normal index values, and interestingly a persistent
highly nonpolar population of pixels remained after near complete remyelination.
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Figure 5-14. Pseudocolor images of sham and LPC induced demyelination and
remyelination in an animal model
a, dorsal column cross-sectional slide showed the entire white matter and partial grey matter (white triangle area)
with different pseudocolor. b, close-up view of the black box of (a). At day 5 post LPC injection, multiple puncta
were observed around the lesion area (a, middle, black box); lipid droplets revealed by NR (b, middle, white
arrows). At day 28 post LPC injection, lipid droplets were undetectable (orange arrow). The lesion was covered by
purple pseudocolor, presumably it is the chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans302 from glial scars303. a, scale bar = 100
µm; b, scale bar = 20 µm
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Figure 5-15. NRSSA analysis of transverse section of dorsal column white matter vs. grey
matter
The areas of dorsal column white matter and dorsal horn grey matter were compared using NRSSA analysis. Grey
matter was more polar than white matter (chi-square test, p < 0.001, N = 3).
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Figure 5-16. NRSSA analysis of transverse section of spinal white matter vs. longitudinal
myelin sheaths
The area of transverse section white matter was compared to the area of longitudinal myelin sheaths. The readout of
myelin sheaths compared to overall area of white matter shows slightly different distribution, but there is no
significant difference statistically (chi-square test, transverse section of white matter vs. longitudinal myelin: p = 1,
transverse section of white matter, N = 3; longitudinal myelin, N = 10).
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Figure 5-17 Characterization of the lesion and white matter surrounding the lesion by
NRSSA analysis
At day 5, the population (a, purple solid circle) from the lesions areas was less polar than the area surrounding the
lesion (b, red solid circle). At day 28, the major distribution of population at lesion areas (a, purple open circle) was
similar to sham while the sub-population appeared less polar at peak index 17. Area surronding lesions (b, red open
circle) was slightly different from sham.
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5.4.8 Solvatochromic properties in ex vivo imaging of demyelination and remyelination via
LPC injection
In the LPC experiment using transverse cryosections of fixed dorsal column, demyelination and
remyelination can be detected in white matter by NRSSA. However, the above experiment
cannot provide spatially resolved image of live longitudinal myelin sheaths. Live longitudinal
myelin sheaths provide cellular features such as node of Ranvier and internode. These features
help to recognize the myelin morphology during demyelination and remyelination. To address
this issue, I combined the techniques used in LPC model and ex vivo imaging model of spinal
cord. My goal was to image longitudinal myelin sheaths during demyelination and
remyelination. I used double-transgenic mice expressing GFP in microglia/macrophages and
YFP in axons at day 3 and day 36 post-LPC injection. Using fluorescent microscopy, the high
intensity of GFP positive cells facilitates locating the injection site. Furthermore, the interaction
between GFP positive cells and myelin sheaths defined injured myelin. Sham animals were
injected with saline at day 7. The sham profile was similar to naive myelin with peak index of 38
vs. 40 (Figure 5-18, chi-square test, naive vs. sham: p = 1, naive, N = 3; sham, N = 2).

In general, demyelinating agent LPC induced widespread abnormalities in myelin sheaths at the
lesion site 3 days post-injection. The lesion site was infiltrated by either microglial cells or/and
macrophage/monocytes at day 3 consistent with previous reports83,301. These cells were highly
phagocytic (Figure 5-19b, orange arrows), and were called “gitter cells” in lipid-laden
macrophages304. I observed normal-appearing myelin surrounding the lesion site (Figure 5-19a
yellow box); partially demyelinated axons (Figure 5-19b, long white arrows) adjacent to
demyelinated axons (Figure 5-19b, short white arrows); immune cells engulfing myelin debris
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(Figure 5-19c, short yellow arrows). I therefore selected these regions for NRSSA analysis.
Normal-appearing myelin was less polar than sham (peak index 38 vs. 30). Comparing sham
with partial demyelinated axon and immune cells engulfing myelin debris, peak index shifted 38
to 19 and 38 to 16 respectively. Interestingly, the morphology of these phenotypes that revealed
a transition of myelin injury from normal-appearing myelin to immune cells engulfing myelin
debris correlated to the decrease in peak index of these phenotypes based on NRSSA analysis.
Polarity change in normal-appearing myelin was an indication of chemical change before
exhibition of structural damage in myelin.

At day 36 post LPC injection, the injection site did not show appear and angiogenesis surrounded
the scar. More importantly, myelinated axons surrounded the scar area were recognized very
quickly. Their most distinct morphology showed short internodes ranges between 20 and 100 µm
long (Figure 5-20). These myelinated axons were unambiguously identified as remyelination305.
Using NRSSA analysis, a larger shift towards more polar (peak index 38 to 50) was identified
(Figure 5-18, chi-square test, remyelination vs. sham: p = 0, remyelination, N =2; sham, N = 2)
by comparing sham and remyelination.

In sum, NRSSA showed strong contrast of polarity index in demyelination and remyelination by
comparing to sham. Smaller polarity values were detected in injured myelin at day 3 whereas
higher polarity values were detected during remyelination at day 36 Figure 5-18).
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Figure 5-18. NRSSA analysis of injured myelin and remyelination in ex vivo dorsal column
Naive is baseline control live myelin (light green histogram). Abnormal myelin sheaths that were observed 3 days
post LPC injection (three purple histograms) were less polar compared to sham (dark green histogram). Peak
polarity value in normal-appearing myelin was lesser than sham. Peak polarity value of injured myelin (partial
demyelination) was less polar than normal-appearing white matter. The population of myelin debris (engulfing
myelin) was least polar among myelin populations. 36 days post LPC injection during the remyelination (red
histogram) were more polar compared to sham.
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Figure 5-19. Ex vivo imaging of day 3 post LPC injection site in dorsal column
a, GFP-positive immune cells were at the lesion site (big orange box) and the region of normal appearing myelinated
axons (yellow box) was selected for NRSSA analysis. These immune cells were lipid-laden macrophages-like shape
at the lesion site. b, a partially demyelinated axon showed that a segmented myelinated axon (white long arrows)
adjacent to demyelinating axon (short white arrows) was surrounded by myelin-engulfing immune cells (orange
arrows). c, myelin debris (short yellow arrows) was engulfed by GFP positive cells. The axon gradually
demyelinated, some abnormal myelin (long yellow arrows) was observed next to immune cells. Axon in white;
monocyte in green; and myelin in red. a, scale bar = 100 µm; b and c, scale bar = 10 µm
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Figure 5-20. Area of remyelination with shorter internodes after day 28 post LPC injection
in ex vivo dorsal column
Short internodes about 20 (a), 40 (b) and less than 100 µm (c) were shown (length between two white arrows) in
dorsal column at the lesion site. Yellow arrows indicates demyelinated axons. Axons (green); remyelination (red);
Scale bars = 10 µm
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5.4.9 Solvatochromic properties in MS samples
NRSSA analysis has demonstrated the capability of detecting subtle myelin polarity changes
during demyelination and remyelination in an animal model of chemical demyelination. I asked
whether NRSSA could detect lipid composition changes in myelin of human MS tissue since this
topic is controversial; numerous in vitro studies reported changes in lipid composition in
myelin235,244,247,250,306–309 while others did not249,309,310.

Samples were taken from brain sections of patient with secondary progressive MS (Figure 5-21ab) and patient without MS as control white matter (Figure 5-21d). In MS samples, four groups of
myelin abnormality were categorized: hyper-intense rim (Figure 5-21e), diffuselyabnormal/dirty-appearing white matter (DAWM) (Figure 5-21f), normal appearing white matter
(NAWM) (Figure 5-21g), and focal lesions (Figure 5-21h). Hyper-intense rim lesion defines an
area where the chronic active lesion surrounded by major myelinated axons (Figure 5-21c and e).
Within the lesion, many lipid-laden microphages (Figure 5-21c, yellow arrow) and axonal
spheroids (Figure 5-21e) were observed. DAWM311 are located in the poorly defined borders
between focal lesion and NAWM245, the region was identified by T2-weighted and proton
density imaging. NAWM is a non-lesion white matter where myelin appeared normal. Focal
lesions is an area that is completely filled with demyelinated plaques. NR easily stained all
regions of myelin sheaths and focal lesions, pseudocolor images of four regions were generated
using NRSSA (Figure 5-21e-h).

The lipid composition in control myelin between human and mice are different312. Thus, I
compared myelin in situ between human control (74 years old) white matter and aged mice. The
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human control white matter was more polar than aged mice control myelin (Figure 5-22). This
might be due to the cholesterol content in normal human myelin that is twofold lower than the
rodent myelin, and more phospholipid content in human than rodent312. I then analyzed MS
tissues using NRSSA. DAWM showed a relatively homogeneous population with peak index 29,
which was less polar compared to control white matter with peak index 42 (Figure 5-23). Hyperintense rim shared similar profile with DAWM (peak index 28). NAWM exhibited bimodal
distribution with peak index 13 and 28, revealing heterogeneity in myelin lipid, and showed the
largest shift to less polarity among all MS samples. This is in agreement with others using MRI
to identify the heterogeneous population in NAWM313. Focal lesions showed bimodal
distribution as well (distributed with peak index 28). This suggests that the focal lesions is a lipid
free environment exposed to polar environment with extracellular protein. Interestingly, the scar
formation in 10 LPC-injected mouse dorsal column has almost identical polarity property as
human focal lesion in MS (Figure 5-24). This might indicate that their polarity of extracellular
proteins in the lesion area were similar.

Taken together, NRSSA is a powerful tool to distinguish myelin abnormality in MS. The
abnormality of myelin was reflected by the decrease of polarity. The heterogeneous population in
NAWM is an indication of biochemical alteration independent of the structural abnormality in
myelin. This finding is potentially the breakthrough in MS clinical research study.
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Figure 5-21. Pseudocolor images of MS lesions, brain section and punch autopsies
a and b, human brain section before (a) and after (b) performing punch autopsies. c, presentation of pseudocolor
image of lesions from cross-section brain. The red dotted circle was the lesion with many lipid-laden macrophages
(yellow arrow). d, myelin sheaths (white arrow) in control white matter. e, swollen myelin sheaths (red arrow) in
lesion rims. f, myelin sheaths (cyan arrow) in diffusely abnormal white matter. g, myelin sheaths (green arrow) in
normal appearing white matter. h, focal lesions (blue arrow). Scale bar = 50 µm
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Figure 5-22. Mouse vs. Human
The comparison between fixed samples of aged mouse and human revealed that the human myelin is more polar
than mouse myelin (chi-square, mouse vs. human: p < 0.001, mouse, N = 2; human, N = 1).
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Figure 5-23. NRSSA analysis of MS tissue
Pathological changes in MS tissue: focal lesions, rim lesions, NAWM, DAWM and control white matter. Population
of all MS tissues showed polarity values that were less polar than control white matter. Among the populations,
NAWM and focal lesions showed bimodal distribution.
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Figure 5-24. Comparison between focal lesion in MS and scar formation in day 10 LPC
injected mouse dorsal column
Focal lesion in MS was very similar to the scar formation in mice after day 10 of LPC treatment (chi-square test, MS
focal lesion vs. mouse scar: p = 1, MS focal lesion, N = 1; mouse scar: N = 2).
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5.5 Discussion
In an attempt to understand myelin injury, destructive methods of analysis such as HPLC and
TLC have been widely used. Electron microscopy and immunostaining are used to identify the
morphology of myelin and myelin protein distribution respectively. Here I demonstrated that
combining the ex vivo model that I described in Chapter 3 and NRSSA analysis, a novel method
that cannot be achieved using traditional methods, allowed simultaneous tracking of the
morphology and biochemistry of live myelin. NRSSA is a powerful method in many ways.

First, the staining procedure used in NRSSA is straightforward and can easily be achieved in the
laboratory. NR is affordable and accessible commercially. In my study, NR brightly stained
intact myelin and revealed the structural system of myelin in a spatially-resolved manner. This
staining method requires only 30 minutes or less to stain intact spinal cord while the traditional
method of immunostaining requires a much longer period of time to review the morphology of
myelin314. Moreover, labeling is non-destructive and therefore less likely to introduce
confounding variables315 (e.g. stability of antibody and penetration of antibody) than
conventional immuno-based methods.

Second, I asked whether NRSSA can serve as a global analysis tool in myelin research. I
therefore applied NRSSA in various myelin samples: myelin in vitro, fixed myelin in situ, live ex
vivo myelin, transverse sections of white matter and human myelin. NRSSA analysis revealed
that the range of polarity values in these models can be resolved in the same scale of polarity
index, indicating that the analysis was compatible for comparisons with various myelin samples.
For example, in physiological condition, a globular form of isolated myelin shared similar profile
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with intact live myelin (Figure 5-9); in pathological condition, focal lesion in MS shared similar
profile with scar formation in mice treated with LPC (Figure 5-24).

Third, in MS tissue, NRSSA analysis was sensitive in distinguishing the control white matter
from abnormal myelin even before myelin undergoes pathomorphological changes. For example,
NAWM was morphologically “normal” compared to intact myelin but NRSSA detected a
heterogeneous population of biochemistry in myelin (Figure 5-23). Indeed, NAWM has also
been observed to precedes the lesion316; an early sign of MS. In addition, NRSSA detected the
decrement in polarity value from sham to normal appearing myelin to injured myelin, and finally
engulfed myelin (Figure 5-19c) in the animal model. The polarity shift (Figure 5-23) was in
agreement with the morphological change of myelin. Furthermore, I showed that biochemistry
profile in adult live myelin during remyelination was more polar than normal myelin (Figure
5-18) but similar to developing myelin, suggesting that new myelin sheaths generated during
remyelination underwent a repair process similar to developing myelin but chemically immature
compared to normal myelin. This finding is consistent with the recapitulation hypothesis317 in
that the process of remyelination converges with the process of developing myelin.

While the NRSSA method appears highly sensitive to subtle biochemical changes in various
myelin conditions, it lacks specificity. NRSSA can only present the whole population of lipid
composition. Nonetheless, NRSSA can serve as a sensitive indicator to detect early sign of
demyelination and remyelination.
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5.6 Conclusion
In combining detailed imaging of myelin with NRSSA analysis, not only can polarity changes be
detected in early de- and re-myelination, but the dynamic biochemical polarity can also be traced
from a single adult myelin sheath. NRSSA is a powerful technique that adds significant
capabilities to the toolbox for in vitro, ex vivo and possibly in vivo imaging for the CNS (and
potentially the PNS in the future) in animal models and human. NRSSA not only has great
potential in the basic biomedical research, but also the clinical application to detect early signs of
demyelination and remyelination in MS patients.
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Chapter Six: General discussion
The goals of this thesis are to investigate the cellular mechanism and morphological change of
axon spheroid formation (ASF) and the development of fluorescence-based tools to study myelin
injury in the central nervous system (CNS).

6.1 The model
I used a live ex vivo adult mouse dorsal column model to study CNS white matter
microscopically at high resolution. The mouse model offers a major advantage of allowing the
study of various transgenic lines to address specific biological questions. In order to monitor fine
structural as well as biochemical changes to small-diameter CNS axons and myelin over many
hours, I had to make a number of optimizations. First, I custom-designed the tissue imaging
holder to prevent direct physical contact with the dissected cervical spinal cord while at the same
time holding the cord securely for microscopy. This seemingly trivial requirement was essential
to reduce spatial drift over the many hours I needed for imaging of the same region of interest,
and allowed me to follow structural changes of individual axons over time. The CNS is
exceptionally sensitive to physical trauma; my apparatus not only provided excellent
stabilization of the preparation, but also minimized any physical trauma to the fine dorsal column
fibers that were imaged. Even after 8-10 hours, there was virtually no morphological injury to
the axons under control conditions (Figure 4-3a). Second, I took advantage of selective axonal
yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-expression in the transgenic mouse combined with bright
myelin labeling using lipophilic vital dyes to visualize fine details including nodes of Ranvier
and subtle axo-myelinic pathology. The cervical region was chosen because the region of dorsal
column is wider (around 200-300 µm) so that the peripheral nerves from dorsal roots can be
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easily identified and excluded. The “Y” shape of the brainstem-cervical cord junction provided
physical orientation of the proximal vs. distal segments of the cord. Third, use of intracardiac
perfusion to flush blood vessels was necessary to improve optical clarity (Figure 3-1b). Taken
together, I developed an optimized model for relatively long-term (many hours) high resolution
imaging of fine structure of CNS axons and their myelin, where, in contrast to the true in vivo
situation, precise environmental control (e.g. drug application) was possible to allow dissection
of molecular mechanisms of various pathologies.

6.2 Glutamate-induced ASF
In Chapter 4, I demonstrated that overactivation of glutamate receptors induced ASF in
myelinated dorsal column axons. Somewhat surprisingly, glutamate itself induced only modest
pathology which was delayed, in agreement with previous studies169. My results showed that the
blunting of axo-myelinic glutamate toxicity was in large part due to robust uptake of this
transmitter by endogenous glutamate transporters; co-application of the selective glutamate
transport inhibitor TBOA greatly exacerbated excitotoxic injury (Figure 4-8). Glutamate
transporters are found in neuron318, axons204 and glial cells319 and spinal cord white matter12,320.
The function of glutamate transporters is to prevent glutamate toxicity by removal of
extracellular glutamate into the intracellular compartment211 so that the concentration of
extracellular glutamate can be maintained between 0.5-5.0 µM level321,322. Transport systems
necessary to maintain physiological neurotransmitter concentrations in the extracellular space
require normal gradients of the major cations such as Na+ and K+323. These gradients in turn
depend on ion pumps that require ATP172. Therefore I predicted that even modest impairments of
energy production by sublethal concentrations of mitochondrial function inhibitors (e.g. 0.5 mM
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NaN3), concentrations that by themselves did not induce any structural white matter damage,
would greatly increase the sensitivity of white matter to glutamate by virtue of partial
compromise of transmitter uptake systems. This was indeed the case: on a background of subinjurious chemical hypoxia, white matter axons became exquisitely sensitive to exogenous
glutamate at concentrations that were same as control, where ASF only started to appear at 10
hours. This observation has major implications for our understanding of MS pathophysiology
where 3 events will conspire to induce axonal injury: 1) it is known that glutamate levels are
increased in MS brain324, and will be particularly elevated in regions of acute inflammation129,325
2) glutamate transporters are reduced in the MS brain130,176, and 3) the chronic MS brain exists in
an environment of relative “virtual hypoxia”24,139, because of impaired energy production from
mitochondrial dysfunction326,327 and increased energy demands due to chronically demyelinated
and ionically leaky axons328,329. My experiments indicate that such an environment is particularly
toxic to CNS axons and help to explain the progressive and widespread axonal degeneration seen
in the early and progressive stages of this disease.

The leptomeninges also provided a substantial barrier to exogenous glutamate addition (Figure
4-13). Whether this is relevant in vivo is questionable because any source of excitotoxic
substances would likely be behind the blood brain barrier206 (e.g. from infiltrating immune cells).
Nevertheless, this observation is an important methodological issue for ex vivo experiments such
as mine where pharmacological agents are bath-applied.

My model faithfully reproduced the focal axonal swellings seen ubiquitously in MS and other
CNS disorders affecting white matter9,330. Calcium influx through axonal glutamate receptors32,33
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with subsequent overactivation of calcium-dependent enzymes such as calpains331 with digestion
of cytoskeletal proteins including neurofilament, microtubule and spectrin332, was likely
responsible. This has been shown in previous studies189. Interestingly, I frequently observed dark
puncta devoid of YFP, adjacent to the inner surface of the axolemma. The exclusion of soluble
YFP from these puncta indicates that they are membrane-bound organelles. Their configuration
is not consistent with the elongated mitochondria that I imaged in axons (Figure 3-6j), but is
most consistent with swollen subaxolemmal ER (“axoplasmic reticulum”)143,216. ER is a well
known calcium-containing organelle in many cells, including axons216. Previous data have
shown that calcium release from this pool significantly contributes to axonal injury183. I therefore
asked whether the glutamate-induced excitotoxic injury to dorsal column axons may have been
caused in part by calcium release from axonal AR. Direct release of calcium from AR by
caffeine333 induced pronounced ASF which was blocked by ryanodine, an antagonist caffeineinduced, ryanodine receptor-mediated ER calcium release. This underscores the central role that
axonal ER plays in the induction of axonal pathology. Most intriguing was my observation that
ryanodine also blocked glutamate-induced ASF almost completely (Figure 4-18). While axonal
glutamate receptors play a central role in ASF formation, and may permeate some calcium into
the axon from the extracellular space, this unexpected finding implies that most of the injurious
calcium originates from the axonal ER, not from influx across the axolemma. Exogenous
glutamate may trigger this release through calcium-induced calcium release (whereby a small
amount of calcium influx induces a much larger release from intra-axonal stores33,334) or via a
non-canonical metabotropic mechanism335,336. This expanded understanding of excitotoxic
axonal degeneration may have important implications for therapeutic design in MS where
prevention of progressive axonopathy is of paramount importance.
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6.3 Solvatochromism for the study of myelin pathology
In MS and other white matter disorders, detailed histopathology, together with specialized
chemical and more recently immunochemical myelin stains, has been the mainstay for the study
of myelin degeneration and demyelination16,43. These techniques are relatively insensitive to
early myelin pathology where biochemistry may change first, before any evidence of overt
structural change. Indeed, detailed ultrastructural examination reveals subtle changes in inner
myelin loops in early MS lesions before frank demyelination is apparent337,338, but tissue
preparation and examination under electron microscopy is very labour-intensive and prone to
artefact. On the other hand, detailed biochemical analysis on myelin has been done to examine
changes during development and disease states238,339. For instance, immature myelin contains
more polar lipids (mainly phospholipids238,340) and as myelin ages, its character becomes less
polar as it accumulates relatively more nonpolar cholesterol and its esters292. A similar shift
occurs during the early stages of demyelination244,307. While precise and quantitative, such
biochemical analyses require that myelin be homogenized for high-performance liquid
chromatography or mass spectrometry, destroying and spatial information or heterogeneity that
may be highly informative in otherwise intact fixed tissue.

Lipophilic fluorescent probes are frequently used to stain cell membranes and given the high
density of lipid-rich membrane wraps in compact myelin, brightly stain myelin sheaths in both
CNS268,269 (Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7) and peripheral nervous system270 because of their large
increase in quantum yield (and therefore brightness) when they partition into the much less polar
environment of cell membranes341,342. In addition to quantum yield changes as a function of local
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physico-chemical environment, some fluorescent probes additionally undergo changes in their
absorption and emission spectra343,344 (Figure 5-2a), a phenomenon termed solvatochromism345.

Solvatochromism is a fairly common property of many fluorophores and chromophores; the
commonly used histological dye eosin exhibits solvatochromic behaviour which accounts for the
various hues it imparts to different cells and tissues during conventional staining346,347. I selected
NR for detailed study because this lipophilic probe stains myelin brightly, and was predicted to
undergo large shifts in emission spectrum in various environments based on published data348. I
confirmed this using pure dye dissolved in solvents of various polarities (Figure 5-3a). By
considering that myelin is the “solvent” when stained with these dyes, I further predicted that
changes in myelin biochemistry, and therefore its physico-chemical properties such as viscosity
and polarity (both of which strongly influence spectral properties of solvatochromic dyes343,349),
would be reported by NR. This prediction was confirmed by various experiments, including
aging myelin, transgenics targeting myelin protein makeup, and most interesting to MS research,
early de- and re-myelination (Figure 5-19, Figure 5-20, Figure 5-21).

The major advantage of image-based spectral microscopy is the ability to acquire data in a
spatially-resolved manner, maintaining normal spatial relationships between cells and tissue
elements. Averaged spectral shifts from such images however, were not very sensitive at
detecting subtle shifts that may be present in very localized regions. To increase sensitivity, I
developed the Nile red solvatochromic shift assay (NRSSA) which extracts a histogram at pixelby-pixel resolution of all the various spectral shapes emitted by the one probe from different
locations in the image. This not only yields average spectral shape (peak of the histogram)
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between two extreme bracketing spectra, but also the heterogeneity in spectral shapes reflected
by the width of the histogram and possibly multiple peaks (Figure 5-6a), indicating two or more
distinct chemical species in the image. This method has proven to be exquisitely sensitive at
detecting even very subtle chemical shifts; for instance, the NRSSA method was able to clearly
distinguish control white matter from morphologically intact normal-appearing white matter in
human MS brain (Figure 5-23). This indicates that otherwise normal MS white matter had
undergone fundamental biochemical change in areas well beyond and inflammatory lesions,
supporting the hypothesis that MS is a widespread abnormality of the CNS white matter. These
results are in line with data from specialized MRI sequences performed on MS patients that also
suggest widespread diffuse abnormalities of otherwise intact CNS white matter245,313. Equally
interesting was my observation that remyelinated myelin had a biochemical profile that was
similar to immature myelin at early developmental stages (Figure 5-12, Figure 5-18), suggesting
a reversion to early immature phenotypes during repair317.

While the NRSSA method appears very sensitive to subtle biochemical changes in myelin
development, injury and repair, it lacks specificity. Detailed biochemical analyses of
homogenized samples yield precise compositions of a variety of known lipids255,350. The NRSSA
method can only report changes in polarity (determined mainly by cholesterol and phospholipid
composition in myelin), but cannot report proportions of the many lipid constituents.
Nevertheless, the NRSSA technique can be used as a sensitive indicator of lipid chemical
changes, and therefore can identify the earliest stages of myelin injury, while maintaining intact
spatial relationships in tissue sections that can be very informative regarding potential
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pathophysiological mechanisms (for instance, does myelin lipid biochemistry change early when
an axon is engaged by an immune cell?). This will the subject of future experimentation.

6.4 Future directions
My data conclusively show the central role played by glutamate receptors in producing structural
axonal injury. Future experiments can be designed to elucidate precisely which receptors are
involved. Indeed, the unexpected major involvement of axonal calcium stores raises the
possibility that metabotropic glutamate receptors also play a role170, and this family of receptors,
together with downstream pathways and protective pharmacology could be explored further.

I also showed that solvatochromism, together with custom post-processing of spectral
micrographs, is a powerful method for detecting subtle biochemical changes in myelin. Major
efforts are underway to develop repair strategies for MS by promoting remyelination either from
intrinsic progenitors or extrinsic elements50,351. This method may be very powerful to detect and
quantitate success or failure of various remyelination strategies in animal models.

6.5 Conclusion
This thesis demonstrated an ex vivo model for tracking axonal swelling/transection and the
cardinal feature of irreversible white matter pathology. ASF is driven by glutamate-mediated
excitotoxicity and local dysregulation of calcium homeostasis. This leads to focal structural
changes in axons. Additionally, I established a novel tool using solvatochromic principle to
investigate the lipid biochemistry in live myelin. The experiments proposed in the future
direction section of my thesis together with data I have gathered will enable us to gain a better
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understanding of the cellular and molecular mechanisms of axon and myelin injury, and
importantly, define specific directions for future therapeutic design.
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Appendix A
IGOR WaveMetrics code
#pragma rtGlobals=3
// Use modern global access method and strict wave access.
Menu "My Algorithms"
"Multi-CPUs MSE & Peak", mThreadMSE_PEAK()
"CleanUp_Tables",CleanupExperiment()
End
Function mThreadMSE_PEAK()
variable xl
variable xr
prompt xl,"enter xl"
Prompt xr,"enter xr"
Doprompt "Enter values", xl,xr
if (V_flag == 0)
ThreadMSE_PEAK(xl, xr)
endif
end

//////////////Mean square error calculation (batch with multicore support) /////////////////////////
Constant kNumDatasetsToProcess =20// Number of sample input waves to create and process
Constant kSampleWaveNumPoints = 1000 // Number of points in each sample input wave
Constant kPrintStartThreadMessage = 1
Constant kPrintGotThreadDFMessage = 1
Constant kSimulateVaryingComputationTime = 1
ThreadSafe Function ThreadWorker(wIn, wln_control, waveIndex,xr,xl)
variable xr,xl
wave wIn
WAVE wln_control
Variable waveIndex
String NameWave = NameofWave(wIn)
Wavestats/q/z wIn
variable xPeak = V_maxloc
Variable i,n=numpnts(wIn), massTimesX=0
for(i=0; i<n; i+=1)
massTimesX += wIn[i]*pnt2x(wIn,i)
endfor
Variable totalMass=sum(wIn)
Variable centerOfMass= massTimesX/totalMass
wave w1 = wln_control
duplicate/R=(xl, xr)/FREE w1, rw, bdw
duplicate/R=(xl, xr)/FREE wIn, tdw
rw = (bdw - tdw)^2 / numpnts(rw)
Variable MeanSquare = sum(rw)

// This is used to simulate varying computation time
if (kSimulateVaryingComputationTime > 0)
Variable randomSecs = abs(enoise(kSimulateVaryingComputationTime))
Sleep/S randomSecs
endif
NewDataFolder/S output
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Variable/G gMeanSquare = MeanSquare//centerOfMass
Variable/G gxPeak = xPeak
String/G gNameWave=NameWave
Variable/G gPoint=numpnts(rw)
Variable/G gxl=xl
Variable/G gxr=xr

// This tells the calling thread which wave was processed

Variable/G gWaveIndex = waveIndex
ThreadGroupPutDF 0, :
// Send data back to main thread

return 0

// Success

End
Function ThreadMSE_PEAK(xr,xl)
variable xr,xl
if (IgorVersion() < 6.23)
Abort "This demo requires Igor Pro 6.23 or later."
endif
// Used to time the function
Variable t0 = StopMSTimer(-2)
DFREF originalDFR = GetDataFolderDFR()
DFREF outputDFR = GetDataFolderDFR()
Variable numDatasetsToProcess = kNumDatasetsToProcess
Variable numDatasetsProcessed = 0
Variable numPointsInSampleData = kSampleWaveNumPoints

// Make output wave

Make/O/D/N=(numDatasetsToProcess,2) outputDFR:results = NaN
wave results= outputDFR:results
SetDimLabel 0,0,MeanSquareError,results
SetDimLabel 0,1,SP_Peak,results
make/O /T/N=(numDatasetsToProcess) outputDFR:resultstext
Wave/t resultstext = outputDFR:resultstext
DoWindow /F OutputTable
if (V_flag == 0)
Edit /N=OutputTable /W=(466,49,906,652) results.ld
Edit/N=OutputTableText resultstext
endif
DFREF inputDFR = :
Variable numThreads = ThreadProcessorCount
Variable threadGroupID = ThreadGroupCreate(numThreads)
SetDataFolder inputDFR
// Needed for WaveRefIndexed

// Dispatch threads and collect output
Variable threadIndex
Variable waveIndex = 0

//control

wave wln_control = WaveRefIndexed("", 0, 1)

do
// Start any free threads
do
if (waveIndex >= numDatasetsToProcess)
break
// No more input data to dispatch to a thread
endif

// Find a free thread
threadIndex = ThreadGroupWait(threadGroupID, -2) // Requires Igor Pro 6.23
threadIndex -= 1
// Because ThreadGroupWait returns threadIndex+1
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if (threadIndex < 0)
break
// Start thread

// No free threads

endif

Wave wIn = WaveRefIndexed("", waveIndex, 1)
ThreadStart threadGroupID, threadIndex, ThreadWorker(wIn, wln_control, waveIndex,xr,xl)
if (kPrintStartThreadMessage)
Printf "Started thread %d\r", threadIndex
// For debugging only
endif
waveIndex += 1

while(1)

DFREF dfr = ThreadGroupGetDFR(threadGroupID, 0)
if (DataFolderRefStatus(dfr) != 0)

// Process results

NVAR gMeanSquare = dfr:gMeanSquare
NVAR gxPeak = dfr:gxPeak
SVAR gNameWave= dfr:gNameWave
NVAR gWaveIndex = dfr:gWaveIndex
NVAR gPoint=dfr:gPoint
NVAR gXr=dfr:gXr
NVAR gXl=dfr:gXl
results[gWaveIndex][0] = gMeanSquare
results[gWaveIndex][1] = gxPeak
resultstext[gWaveIndex][0] =gNameWave

// Update the output table
DoUpdate

// For debugging only
if (kPrintGotThreadDFMessage)
Printf "%d,%s,%g,%g,N=%g, Left=%g, Right=%g\r", gWaveIndex, gNameWave,gMeanSquare,
gxPeak,gPoint, gXl,Xr
//

endif

print "N=",numpnts(bdw) // "WSFI=", WSFIvalue, rw
numDatasetsProcessed += 1
// This is a free data folder that would be killed automatically by Igor.
// Nonetheless we explicitly kill it here and now.
KillDataFolder dfr
endif
while(numDatasetsProcessed < numDatasetsToProcess)
Variable dummy = ThreadGroupRelease(threadGroupID)
Variable t1 = StopMSTimer(-2)
Variable elapsedTime = (t1 - t0) / 1E6
Printf "Finished ThreadMSE_PEAK in %.2f seconds.\r", elapsedTime
SetDataFolder originalDFR

End
Function CleanupExperiment() // We call this to prepare the experiment for shipping
DoWindow /K OutputTable
// The table is recreated by the demo
DoWindow/K OutputTabletext
KillWaves/Z results
// Output wave is recreated by the Demo
KillDataFolder /Z root:SampleData
// Sample data is recreated by the demo
End

////////////////////////////Auto scale x-axis and normalization///////////////////////////////////
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Menu "ScaX100_dup_Nor", dynamic
TraceNameList ("",";",1), ScaX100_dup_Nor()
End
Function ScaX100_dup_nor()
GetLastUserMenuInfo
// sets S_value, V_value, etc.
ScaX100_dup_norValue(S_value)
end
Function ScaX100_dup_NorValue(tracename)
String tracename
WAVE w = TraceNameToWaveRef("", traceName)
GetLastUserMenuInfo
// sets S_value, V_value, etc.
wavestats/Q w
Variable VyMax=V_max
variable xpeak=V_maxloc
String outputName= "n"+NameofWave($S_value)
duplicate/O $S_value, $outputName
SetScale/I x 0,100, $outputName
wave output1 =$outputName
output1= output1/VyMax
removefromgraph $S_value
AppendtoGraph output1
End

///////////////////////////////Copy and paste function of graph/////////////////////////
Menu "CopyPaste_Graph", dynamic
TraceNameList ("",";",1), Copy_Paste_Graph()
End
Function Copy_Paste_Graph()
GetLastUserMenuInfo
// sets S_value, V_value, etc.
Copy_Paste_GraphValue(S_value)
end
Function Copy_Paste_GraphValue(tracename)
String tracename
WAVE w = TraceNameToWaveRef("", traceName)
GetLastUserMenuInfo
// sets S_value, V_value, etc.

// WAVE/Z w= $S_value
//wavestats/Q $S_value
// removefromgraph $S_value
string nameGraph = ""
Prompt nameGraph, "Type the name of graph to paste to"
DoPrompt "Please enter the name of graph", nameGraph
AppendtoGraph/w=$nameGraph, w
//nr_fixedmyelin
End

////////////////////////////Central Mass ////////////////////////
Function CMT(wfm)
Wave wfm
Variable i,n=numpnts(wfm), massTimesX=0
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for(i=0; i<n; i+=1)
massTimesX += wfm[i]*pnt2x(wfm,i)
endfor
Variable totalMass=sum(wfm)
Variable centerOfMass= massTimesX/totalMass
printf "Center of Mass: %g", centerofMass
return centerOfMass
End

//////////////////////////////Mean square error///////////////////////
Function WSFIe(bw, tw, xl, xr)
wave bw, tw
variable xl, xr
variable WSFIvalue
duplicate/R=(xl, xr)/FREE bw, rw, bdw
duplicate/R=(xl, xr)/FREE tw, tdw
rw = (bdw - tdw)^2 / numpnts(bdw)
WSFIvalue = sum(rw)
print "N=",numpnts(bdw), "WSFI=", WSFIvalue, rw
return WSFIvalue
end

Function SmoothAll()
String list = TraceNameList("", ";", 1)
String traceName
Variable index = 0

do

traceName = StringFromList(index, list)
if (strlen(traceName) == 0)

break // No more traces.

endif
SmoothAllFn(tracename)
index += 1

while(1)
end

////////////////32-point-data to 400-point-data conversion//////////////////
Function SmoothAllFn(tracename)
String tracename
WAVE w = TraceNameToWaveRef("", traceName)
String outputName= NameofWave(w)+"s"
duplicate/O w, $outputName
Interpolate2/T=2/N=400/E=2/Y=$outputName w
Appendtograph $outputName
doupdate
End
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Appendix B

Absolute Fluorescence Intensity

Spectral baseline line (without light source):
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The parameter of dwell-time was used to study the baseline of spectral detector.
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Appendix C
NRSSA summary of myelin samples
Population
Total myelin
fraction
Crude
cholesterol
Crude lecithin
Myelin in situ
Delipidation
(myelin in situ)
Solubilized
membrane
protein
PLP-null
P0-CNS
Cytoplasm (DC)
P5
P10
P430
Lipid droplets
(M03.13)
Lipid droplets
(mOPC)
Live myelin
T=0h
T=1h
T=2h
T=3h
T=4h
T=5h
T=6h
T=8h
Lipid oxidation
DC WM (slide)
DC GM
(slide)
Lipid-laden
macrophages
(DC WM slide)
Sham (DC WM
slide)
Lesion day 5
(slide)
Lesion day 28
(slide)
NAWM day 5*
(slide)

Maximum
Peak

Range (NF>
0.1)

Total size

Center of
Mass

Mean Square
Error

N
(animal)

37

21-56

35.7±0.2

38.3

N/A

5

33

18-56

51.5±0.3

35.8

0.06 (20-56)

5

48
33.7

31-87
26-40

63.1±0.3
19.7±0.2

54.6
33.6

0.2 (20-56)
N/A

5
5

47

40-50

13.4±0.2

45.8

0.3(26-50)

3

51

47-55

11.5±0.2

50.8

0.25 (26-55)

3

37
35
52
45
37
26

33-44
30-42
43-59
40-51
30-43
18- 38

14.7±0.2
17.9±0.2
24.0±0.2
18.7±0.2
20.5±0.2
28.6±0.2

37.5
35.5
51.6
46.0
37.3
27.7

0.08 (26-44)
0.2 (26-44)
0.3(26-59)
0.38(27-51)
0.18(27-43)
0.22 (18-40)

2
3
5
2
2
2

30

23-39

23.5±0.2

31.6

0.12(23-40)

N/A

25

19-31

16.8±0.2

26.0

0.29(19-40)

N/A

41
38
40
40
41
42
44
43
43
37
33

33-50
31-45
33-48
32-48
34-47
34-47
36-51
33-53
33-52
27-47
25-42

28.3±0.3
22.2±0.2
24.5±0.2
24.6±0.2
20.6±0.2
21.7±0.2
24.7±0.2
31.1±0.3
29.7±0.3
28±0.2
26.2±0.2

41.5
38.2
40.4
40.1
40.8
41.8
44.1
43.1
42.6
37.4
33.2

N/A
0.13(33-50)
0.015(33-50)
0.024(33-50)
0.025(33-50)
0.019(33-50)
0.09(33-50)
0.03 (33-50)
0.02(33-50)
0.26(27-50)
0.02(26-47)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

40

30-47

27.3±0.2

38.5

0.21 (26-47)

3

28

19-33

21.3±0.2

26.8

0.3 (19-40)

3

33

25-41

26.2±0.2

33.2

N/A

3

26

19-40

34.0±0.3

29.4

0.13(19-41)

3

34

14-37

18.6±0.2

29.4

0.06(25-41)

3

35

30-42

18.6±0.3

35.4

0.11(25-41)

3
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Population
NAWM day 28
(slide)
LPC solvent
PBS sham
LPC day 3
(abnormality A)
LPC day3
(abnormality B)
LPC day 3
(abnormality C)
Lipid-laden
macrophages
(LPC day 3)
Remyelination
(LPC day 36)
Human myelin
DAWM
NAWM*
Rim lesions
Focal lesions*

Maximum
Peak

Range (NF>
0.1)

Total size

Center of
mass

Mean Square
error

N

34

28-39

17.0±0.2

33.5

0.05(25-41)

3

87

83-91

11.7±0.2

87.3

N/A

N/A

38

25-45

31.1±0.2

36

0 (25-45)

2

30

17-41

28.3±0.2

29.5

0.22(17-45)

2

19

10-26

24.2±0.2

19.0

0.35(10-45)

2

16

4-28

31.8±0.2

15.5

0.30(4-45)

2

14

4-25

31.4±0.2

15.1

0.32(4-45)

2

50

36-62

38.6±0.3

50.0

0.33(25-62)

2

42
29
28
28
28

35-50
22-35
6-35
21-35
18-44

22.2±0.2
19±0.2
52.6±0.3
20.3±0.3
40.8±0.3

42.3
28.7
21.5
28.1
30.6

N/A
0.34(21-50)
0.42(6-50)
0.23(35-50)
0.35(21-50)

1
1
1
1
1

*Bimodal histogram, NF = Normalized Frequency
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